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[Copper eagle effigy dug by Bill Rowlett and Bill Matthis in 1970 in Mississippi County, Arkansas, on Highway 18 in a floodway ditch near Big Lake with a burial. Also illustrated is a copper effigy almost identical, found by C.B. Moore at the Rose "Place" on the St. Francis River in Cross County in 1910.]
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[Natchez pelvis reviewed.]
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[incl. LMV]
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1951 Test Excavations and Pottery Notes, the La Plant I Site. Ms. Department of Anthropology, University of Missouri. Columbia.
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[Shell mound near Grand Lake]
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[Terrebonne Parish]
ANONYMOUS

1851b Statistical and Historical
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DeBow's Review, Vol. 1, No. 6,
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[By boat from Pittsburg to New Orleans and return overland via Natchez Trace.]
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[Louisiana Indians, pp. 241-251]
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1956  Note on the Uncovering of a Disturbed Burial at the Big Eddy Site in St. Francis County, Arkansas. Missouri Archaeological Society, Newsletter, No. 104, p. 11.
BEAVERS, Richard C.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--periodic sub-surface testing--proposed pipeline crossing--Port Hudson Battlefield, national historic landmark--no evidence of cultural resources discovered.]
BEAVERS, Richard C.

BECK, Charlotte


(Lower Yazoo and Natchez Bluffs Regions)
BECKWITH, Thomas


[General description of mounds, etc. in vicinity of Charleston, Mississippi county, and of his collection, but no specific site information.]
BECKWITH, Thomas

1911  The Indian or Mound Builder. Cape Girardeau, Missouri.

[A compendium of useless information about the American Indian, with a few observations interspersed about his own collecting activities in vicinity Charleston, Mississippi County, Mo. Apparently big Charleston site (5-S-1) was on his property. Some valuable comments about occurrence of Poverty Point objects. Plates are photographs of sections of his museum.]
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[The judge is preoccupied with various shipments of girls sent out to the colony by the French government.]
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[Including early work in LMV]
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[Chapter on Indian tribes]
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1974  Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of the Satartia Area Levee Route, Yazoo and Warren Counties, Mississippi. (National Park Service). Department of Anthropology, Mississippi State University. State College, Mississippi.
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[Well written account of the massacre and ensuing war compiled from the standard authorities.]
BEYER, George E.

1895  Report on the Mounds of Louisiana.
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BEYER, George E.
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[Anon trans. of historic document with original data on various Louisiana tribes]
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BLAKE, Leonard W.

BLAKELY, Robert L., ed.


(Several papers touch upon the LMV - see especially D.J. Wolf)
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BLITZ, John H.
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BOLTON, Henry C.


[Human remains discovered]
BOLTON, Herbert E.
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[Narratives of Elvas, Biedma, and Ranjel.]
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BRADHAM, James R.

BRADHAM, James R.

1960  A Cache from Scott County.
      Missouri Archaeological Society
      Newsletter, No. 140, p. 6.
BRADHAM, James R.

1961a Some Early Artifacts from Scott County, Missouri. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 149, p. 10.
BRADHAM, James R.

1961b  A Shell Gorget from Western Kentucky. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 150, p. 7.
BRADHAM, James R.

1962 Archaeological Salvage at the Spanish Grant Site, 23Mi31. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 166, pp. 3-5.
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      Lower Mississippi Survey Bulletin, No. 3.
      Peabody Museum. Harvard University.
      Cambridge.
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[Excerpts from a variety of JPB publications prepared by the Committee for the Preservation of the Port Hudson Battlefield.]
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BRATTEN, Samuel T.

1926    Geography of the St. Francis Basin.
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BRAY, Robert T. (ed.)

BRAZDA, Steven J.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed dredging project, Catahoula Lake, La.—negative findings, inconclusive.]
BREMER, C.

1907 The Chata Indians of Pearl River: an Outline of their Customs and Beliefs. Picayune Job Print. New Orleans.
BREW, John O. et. al.

BRINGIER, L.


[Brief notices of finds of mastodon near New Madrid and on White River. Very poor description of the Knapp (Toltc) site (14-H-1).]
BRINTON, Daniel G.

BRINTON, Daniel G.

BRINTON, Daniel G.

BRINTON, Daniel G.


[pp. 91-92 Chitimacha, Tunica]
BROADHEAD, G.C.
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BROADHEAD, Lawrence P.
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      Missouri Historical Society Publication,
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(LMV—Yazoo Delta region)
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BROOKES, Samuel O.
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(Appendix: Patricia K. GALLOWAY, Historic Tribes in the Yazoo Basin during the French Colonial Period)
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[Literature research--intensive on-ground survey via foot and boat--proposed oil-storage facilities, Bayou Choctaw salt dome--no cultural resources in impact area.]
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BROSE, David S.
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BROSE, David S.


(Rose Mound & other LMV sites)
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BRYANT, Bettye J.
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BUCK, C.E., and C.A. GOESSMAN

BULLARD, H.A.


[Sites in Catahoula Parish]
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BURGHARDT, A.F.

BURT, Jesse, and Robert B. FERGUSON
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BUSHNELL, David I., Jr.
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1908 Primitive Salt-Making in the Mississippi Valley II. *Man*, No. 35.
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[Natchez, Tunica included]
BUSHNELL, David I., Jr.


[Natchez, Tunica included]
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[Quapaw among those discussed]
BUSHNELL, David I., Jr.


[Quapaw among those discussed]
BUSHNELL, David I. Jr.

BUTLER, Brian M.

BUTLER, J.D.

BUTLER, J.D.

BUTLER, Ruth L. (ed.)

     Chicago.

[Field survey—proposed construction along bayous Boeuf, Black and Chene, Assumption, St. Mary and Terrebonne parishes—shell middens—cultural affiliation unknown—shell/earth midden—ceramic artifacts—Coles Creek.]
BYRD, Kathleen Mary

BYRD, Kathleen Mary

BYRD, Kathleen Mary
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BYRD, Kathleen M.

1978 An Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Sewerage System Improvements in Sewer Districts 1 and 2, Livingston Parish, Louisiana. (Prepared for Alex Theriot, Jr. and Associates, Inc.)
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CALDWELL, Carolyn

1974  Excavations at the Acree Site.
Mississippi Archaeological Association Newsletter, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 7–8.
CALDWELL, Dorothy J. (ed.)

1963 Missouri Historic Sites Catalogue.
State Historical Society of Missouri.
Columbia.
CALDWELL, Joseph R.

Caldwell, Joseph R.
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CALHOUN, Robert Dabney


[p. 46 Taensa sites]
CALHOUN, Robert Dabney

CAMPBELL, Thomas N.

CARPENTER, Rawlin M.

CARR, Lucien

CARR, Lucian


[LMV Indians from hist. sources]
CARR, Lucien


[LMV Indians from hist. sources]
CARRIGAN, Jo Ann

1966  Fortier's History of Louisiana.
      (2nd ed., Vols. 1 & 2) Claiter's
CARTER, Deane G. and James A. SCHOLTZ

CARTER, George F.

CARTER, Hodding

CARUSO, John A.

CASTILLE, George


[Literature research--pedestrian reconnaisance--aerial surveillance--proposed pipeline--Mississippi River floodplain--no cultural resources in impact zone.]
1971 Photograph of Pottery Vessel from the Krosno Site, Mississippi County, Arkansas. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, Fig. 99, p. 131.
CHAMBERS, Henry E.

1922 Mississippi Valley Beginnings.
New York.
CHAMBERS, H.E.

1925  A History of Louisiana (3 Vols.).
Chicago.
CHAMBERS, Moreau B.

1937 A Selected List of Significant Archaeological Sites in the Various Counties of Mississippi, with Approximate Locations of all Sites Names. Ms. Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
CHAMBERS, Moreau B., and James A. FORD

1941 Indian Mounds and Sites in Mississippi, Vol. I. Prepared for the National Park Service by WPA. Ms. Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
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1776 Etat Present de la Louisiane, Avec Toutes les Particularites de Cette Province d'Amérique. La Haye.
CHAPMAN, Carl H.
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CHAPMAN, Carl H.

CHAPMAN, Carl H.

CHAPMAN, Carl H.

CHAPMAN, Carl H.

1973 Some Comments About the Distribution of Three Hundred Fluted Points in Missouri. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 275, pp. 1-5.
CHAPMAN, Carl H.

CHAPMAN, Carl H.

1975 The Archaeology of Missouri, I.
University of Missouri Press.
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CHAPMAN, Carl H.
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CHARLEVOIX, Pierre Francois Xavier de


[Paris ed. 1744]
CHARLEVOIX, Pierre F. X. de

CHATELAIN, Edward R., and J. Richard SHENKEL

1977 Archaeological Inspection of the Port Hudson Battlefield Pipeline Crossing, Port Hudson, Louisiana, East Feliciana Parish. Ms. Louisiana State Library. (Submitted to Marathon Pipeline Company, Metairie.) Baton Rouge.
CHAWNER, W.D.

CHEPESINK, Ron and Arnold SHANKMAN (compilers)

CHILDRESS, Sarah C., Michael BOGRAD, and John C. MARBLE

CHISUM, Emmett


[Peck site]
CISCO, John G.


(Note on Pinson Mounds, pp. 329-330)
CLAIBORNE, J.F.H.

CLARK, Charles U.


[Incl. LMV and Gulf Coast]
CLAY, R. Berle

CLAY, R. Berle

CLAY, R. Berle

CLAY, R. Berle
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CLELAND, Charles E., Jr.

CLEMENS, Samuel L.


[p. 600 Troyville site]
CLEMENT, William E., and Stuart O. LANDRY

CLEW, J.F.

CLINE, Isaac Monroe

1928  *Floods in the Lower Mississippi Valley.*
      New Orleans Board of Trade. (In condensed form also in English News-
      Record, Vol. 100.)
COCHRAN, Roy

COE, Michael D., and H. William FISCHER

COKER, William S.

COLE, Fay-Cooper, et al.

COLE, Kenneth
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COLLET, O.W.

1882 Missouri Archaeology. Kansas City
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COLLINS, Henry B., Jr.
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1879  Foot-prints of Vanished Races in the Mississippi Valley; Being an Account of Some of the Monuments and Relics of Pre-Historic Races Scattered Over its Surface, With Suggestions as to Their Origin and Uses. St. Louis.
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n.d. Archaeological Investigations at the Longstreet Site, Quitman County, Mississippi. Ms. Mississippi Archaeological Survey, Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
CONNAWAY, John M., Samuel O. McGAHEY, and Clarence H. WEBB

1977 Teoc Creek: A Poverty Point Site in Carroll County, Mississippi. Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Archaeological Report, No. 3. Jackson.
CONRAD, Glenn R.

CONRAD, Howard L.

COOKE, James J.

COPE, E.D.

COPE, E.D.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

1971c  Long Lake Area, Helena, Arkansas.
       (Draft environmental impact statement.)
       U.S. Army Engineer District. Memphis.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
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COTTER, John Lambert

COTTER, John L.
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COTTER, John Lambert

COTTER, John L.

COTTER, John L.

COTTER, John L.

COTTER, John L.
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COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John

1974c Consideration of Mississippian Spatial and Environmental Relationships. (Paper presented at the 31st Annual Southeastern Archaeological Conference.) Atlanta, Georgia.
COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W.

COTTIER, John W., and James E. PRICE

COTTIER, John W. & Michael D. SOUTHARD

COTTIER, John W., and Gregory WASELKOV

COTTIER, John W. & Gregory A. WASELKOV

COTTIER, Randy L.
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GIDDINGS, Howard A.

GILBERT, B. Miles


[Bone identification and species ranges in LMV]
GILL, Normer Leo

GILLETTE, J. M.

1944 Mounds and Mound Builders in the U.S. North Dakota Historical Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 4, pp. 135-208.
GIRAUD, Marcel

GLANDER, Wayne, and Sherwood M. GAGLIANO

1977 Cultural Resource Survey of Proposed Scallon Brothers Borrow Pit 493+00 - 508+00, East Bank, Mississippi River, East Baton Rouge Parish. Ms. Louisiana State Library. (Submitted to Scallon Brothers.)
GLUBOK, Sherley

1978 The Art of the Southeastern Indians.
MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc.
New York.
GOAD, Sharon I.

GOAD, Sharon I.

GOAD, Sharon I.

GOGGIN, John M.

1939 Louisiana Choctaw Basketry. El Palacio, Vol. 46, No. 6, pp. 121-123.
GOODSON, James, and Lorraine HEARTFIELD


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--subsurface testing--proposed sewerage project, Kilbourne, La.--no cultural resources discovered.]
GOODSPEED

1888 Goodspeed's History of Southeast Missouri. Chicago.
GOODSPEED

GOODYEAR, Albert C., III

GOODYEAR, Albert C., III

GOODYEAR, Albert C., III

GOODYEAR, Albert C., III

GOODYEAR, Albert C.


(Data from NE Arkansas)
GOSSELIN, L'Abbé Amédée

1907 Les Sauvages du Mississippi (1698-1708)
D'après la Correspondance des Missionnaires des Missions Étrangères de Québec. International Congress of Americanists, Session No. 15, Quebec 1906, pp. 31-51.
GOULD, H.R., and E. MC FARLAN, Jr.


[pp. 314-17 Avery Island.]
GRAHAM, Russell W., C. Vance HAYNES, Donald L. JOHNSON, and Marvin KAY

GRAVES, Sid, and Samuel O. BROOKES

GRAVIER, H.

GREEN, Dee F.

GREEN, John A.

GREENE, Glenn S., et al


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed channelization, Central Madison Watershed, La.--circular mound, destroyed--surface and subsurface deposits--ceramic, lithic, glass, brick, & skeletal remains--Neo-Indian & 19th & 20th century American--no adverse impact expected.]
GREENE, Lorraine H.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed channelization, East Franklin Watershed--surface collection--prehistoric ceramic & lithic, historic cultural materials--Meso-Indian, Neo-Indian, 19th and 20th century Euro-American--potential adverse impact.]
GREENGO, Robert E.

GREENGEO, Robert E.

GREENGO, Robert E.

GREENWELL, Dale

1975  A Commentary on Tchefuncte Sites
     Along the Gulf Coast of Mississippi.
     Mississippi Archaeology, Vol. 10,
     No. 7, pp. 2-6.
GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr.

GREGORY, Hiram F.

GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr.

GREGORY, H.F., Jr.


[Ecology of Larto Lake from Marksville to present. Archaeological part based on data from Wiley (27-J-1).]
GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr.

GREGORY, H.F.

GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr.

GREGORY, Hiram Ford Jr.

GREGORY, Hiram F., and Clarence H. WEBB

GREGORY, H.F., and H.K. CURRY


[Literature research--informant interviews--field reconnaissance survey, via foot & boat--proposed levee construc., lower Bushley Bayou, La.--correlation of alluvial surfaces & culture periods, site probability study--stratified sampling, physiographic zones--surface scatters--ceramic & lithic matl.--Plaquemine period--prev. excavated site (16CT3), Archaic through Plaquemine occupation--potential adverse impacts.]
GREGORY, H.F., and H.K. CURRY


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—subsurface testing—Forest Service properties, 487 acres—high site potential areas identified—surfalt deposits—sparse lithic matl.—Archaic period—aboriginal & Anglo-American subsistence strategies—no further investigation recommended.]
GREGORY, H.F., H.K. CURRY, T.J. BRASHER, and Clint PINE


[Subsurface testing--10% sample, sites 16GR39 & 16LA78--no in situ cultural matl.--30% sample, site 16GR41--lithic, ceramic artifacts coupled with stratigraphic, ecologic data--2 occupational components--Archaic (4000 B.C.-1000 B.C)--Plaquemine A.D. 700-A.D.1200)--both seasonal hunting camps.]
GREGORY, H.F., Jr., H.K. CURRY, and Clint PINE

1977 As Assessment of Cultural and Historical Resources: Concordia Parish Airport Facility, Concordia Parish, La. Ms. Louisiana Section, Louisiana State Library, Baton Rouge.

[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—random subsurface testing—proposed airport site, Concordia Parish—survey strategy for backswamp environment—subsurface ceramic and lithic aboriginal remains—potential adverse impacts.]
GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr., Lester C. DAVIS, Jr., and Donald G. HUNTER

1976 Survey of Cultural and Historical Resources: Gulf Central Pipeline, Grant and LaSalle Parishes, Louisiana. Ms. Division of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism. Baton Rouge.

[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—non-random subsurface testing—proposed pipeline route—high probability site locations—surface and subsurface cultural deposits—lithic matl.—Archaic period occupations—further research recommended.]
GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr., and G. A. STOKES

GREGORY, Hiram F., Jr., and Clarence H. WEBB

1964 European Trade Beads from Six Sites in Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana. 
Florida Anthropologist, Vol. 18, 
No. 3, Pt. 2, pp. 15-44.
GRiffin, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.

GRiffin, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.


[Includes discussion of Quapaw, and late prehistoric/early historic events in eastern Arkansas.]
GRiffin, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.

GRiffin, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.

GRIFFIN, James B.

GRiffin, James B., and Albert C. Spaulding

GUDERJAN, Thomas H. and James R. MOREHEAD

GUILDAY, John E., and P.W. Parmalee

GULF SOUTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE

1974

1975a  Bayou Cocodrie Archaeological Survey.  
Ms. on file at the District Office,  
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  
Vicksburg.  

[Literature research—pedestrian survey—proposed cutoff channel, Bayou Cocodrie, Concordia Parish, La.—mound, surface scatters, structural remains—ceramic and glass materials—Marksville, Coles Creek, 20th century American—historic sites non-significant, prehistoric mound site not endangered.]
GULF SOUTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE


[Literature research and survey--Paleo-Indian thru modern]
1976 Environmental Effect Assessment of the Lafayette Loop, Chapter 5: History and Archeology (supplement to environmental effect assessment of Lafayette Loop). Ms. on file at the Office of Highways, Department of Transportation and Development, Baton Rouge.

[Literature research and survey—undiagnostic (?) Indian and Euro-American]
GURSKY, Karl-Heinz

GUTHE, Alfred K. (ed.)

1965a A Pair of Southwestern Tennessee Atlatl Weights (McNairy Co.).
GUTHE, Alfred K. (ed.)

GUTHE, Alfred K. (ed.)

GUTHE, Alfred K. (ed.)

GUTHE, Alfred K.

GUTHE, C.E.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

1955  A Prehistory of Mississippi.
      Journal of Mississippi History,
HAAG, William G.

(Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton, *Environment and Culture.*)
HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.


[Archival research--pedestrian reconnaissance--aerial surveillance--proposed pipeline route, Assumption and Jefferson Davis Parishes--no archaeological sites in impact area.]
HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G.

HAAG, William G., and Clarence H. WEBB

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS. Mary R.

1943  The Solar Deity of the Tunica.  
Papers of the Michigan Academy of  
Science, Art and Letters, Vol. 28,  
No. 4, pp. 531-535.
HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

1947b  French Loan-Words in Tunica.
HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

1956  Natchez and the Muskogean Languages.  
HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, Mary R.

HAAS, W.H.

HAKLUYT, Richard

1611 The Discovery and Conquest of Terra Florida by Don Hernando de Soto and Six Hundred Spaniards His Followers...
London.
HALBERT, H.S.

HALBERT, H.S.

HALBERT, H.S.

HALBERT, H.S.

HALBERT, H.S. and A.J. BROWN

HALL, James

1801 A Brief History of the Mississippi Territory. Francis Coupee. Salisbury.
HALLY, David J.

HALLY, David J.

HALLY, David J.

HAMBLIN, Nancy L.

1973 The Age Composition of a Middle Mississippian Racoon Kill. The Missouri Archaeologist, Vol. 35, Nos. 3-4, pp. 37-43.
HAMILTON, Peter Joseph

HAMiLTON, T.M.


(includes examples from Haynes Bluff and Trudeau)
HAMILTON, William B., Jr.

HAMLETT, Mayme L.

Hamy, Alfred

HANATAUX, G.

HANSBOROUGH, Helen

HARDIE, James

1819  A Dictionary of the Most Uncommon Wonders of the Works of Art and Nature, particularly of those which are most remarkable in America... Samuel Marks. New York.

(particular reference to sites in "the region between the Big-Black and Yazzoo rivers" on p. 233)
HARPER, L.

HARRINGTON, M.R.

HARRINGTON, M.R.

HARRIS, R. King & Inus Marie HARRIS

HARRIS, Suzanne E.

1971 Environmental Reconstruction and Plant Utilization of the Powers Phase.
   Paper presented at the SAA. Norman.
HARRIS, Suzanne E.

HARRIS, Suzanne E.

1977    A Cultural Resource Assessment of a Proposed Wastewater Treatment Plant Location, Malden, Dunklin County, Missouri. Ms. City of Malden, American Archaeology Division, University of Missouri. Columbia.
HARRIS, Suzanne E., James E. PRICE, and Cynthia R. PRICE

HART, C.W.M.

HARVEY, Dennis E.

HATHCOCK, Roy

HAVEN, Samuel F.

1856 Archaeology of the United States. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. 8, pp. 1-168.
HAWKINS, Nancy W.

HAY, Oliver P.


[Avery Island discussed.]
HAYWOOD, John

1959  The Natural and Aboriginal History of Tennessee, up to the first Settlements therein by the White People in the year 1768. McCowat-Mercer Press, Inc. Jackson, Tennessee. (Republication of the 1823 ed.)
HEALAN, Dan M.

HEARON, Karl Jasper

HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and James R. GOODSON


[Literature research—field survey—proposed airport site, Bastrop, La.—no archaeological sites discovered.]
HEARTFIELD, Lorraine and G.R. Dennis PRICE


[Subsurface testing—16M041—proposed channelization project—mound, midden, burials—ceramic, lithic, faunal, burned clay remains—Coles Creek, Plaquemine—cultural affiliation of earliest prehistoric components undetermined—further archaeological investigations recommended.]
HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and G.R. Dennis PRICE

HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and G.R. Dennis PRICE


[Literature research—pedestrian survey—proposed channelization, East Carroll Watershed, La.---mounds, middens, surface scatters, cemeteries---aboriginal ceramic and lithic artifacts, historic tombstones and cultural remains---Archaic, Poverty Point, Coles Creek, Euro-American---potential adverse impact, mitigation by avoidance and subsurface testing recommended.]
HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and G.R. Dennis PRICE


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed channelization, Bayou Bonne Idee Watershed—surface scatters, midden deposits—aboriginal lithic and ceramic artifacts, historic glass, ceramic, brick and metal remains—Archaic, Poverty Point, 20th century American—artifact clusters, discrete living units—presence of subsurface cultural material not determined.]
HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and G.R. Dennis PRICE


[Literature research—on ground survey—proposed channelization, Walnut Roundaway Watershed, Madison Parish—earthen mounds, middens, surface scatters—aboriginal ceramic, lithic, faunal, skeletal remains historic ceramic, glass, metal, brick materials—Marksville, Baytown, Coles Creek, Plaquemine, Mississippian, Euro-American—potential adverse impact, mitigation by testing and avoidance.]
HEARTFIELD, Lorraine, and G.R. Dennis PRICE


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed channelization, West Franklin Watershed—surface collection—ceramic, lithic, daub, glass—surface scatters, mounds—Archaic, Neo-Indian, Euro-American—no impact expected.]
HEATH, Bob

HEDLAND, Arnold, and Paul JANSSEN

1963  Major Forest Types in the South.  
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture. Washington.
HEISLER, David M.

1978  Cultural Resources Reconnaissance
      Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge.
      IAS - Atlanta. Ms. Mississippi
      Department of Archives and History.
      Jackson.
HEISLER, David M.

1979 Cultural Resources Reconnaissance
Hillside National Wildlife Refuge.
Ms. Mississippi Department of Archives
and History. Jackson.
HEMMINGS, E. Thomas

HENNEPIN, L.

HENNEPIN, L.

HENNEPIN, Louis

1820 An Account of Mr. La Salle's Undertaking to Discover the River Mississippi, by Way of the Gulph of Mexico. American Antiquarian Society Transactions, Vol. 1, pp. 91-104.
HENSHAW, H.W.

1883 Animal Carvings from the Mounds of the Mississippi Valley. 2nd Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 117-166.
HENSLEE, Paul


[Literature research—survey via foot, swamp buggy, and helicopter—proposed pipeline construction, Lafourche Parish—earthen mound—no cultural material discovered—mitigation by avoidance or testing of mound.]
HERNDON, Dallas T. (trans.)

HERRON, Richard W.

HILDER, F.F.

HILDER, F.F.

HILGARD, E.W.

HILGARD, E.W.

HILGARD, E.W.

HILGARD. E.W.

HILL, Bunker

HILLER, Ernest T.

HILLIARD, Sam B. (ed.)

HOBBS, William H.

HODGE, Frederick W. (ed.)

HODGE, Frederick W., and Theodore H. LEWIS

1907 Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States, 1528-1543. Charles Scribner's Sons. N.Y.
HODGES, Dr. and Mrs. T.L.

HODGES, T.L., and Mrs. T.L. HODGES

HODGES, T.L., and Mrs. T.L. HODGES

HOFFMAN, Margaret J.

HOFFMAN, Michael P.

HOLDER, Preston

HOLDER, Preston

HOLDER, Trusten H.

HOLDER, Vernon M.

HOLMER, Nils M.


[Ofo]
HOLMES, Jack D.L.

HOLMES, Jack David Lazarus

HOLMES, Jack D.L.

HOLMES, Jack D.

HOLMES, William H.

1883  Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans.  
      Bureau of American Ethnology, 2nd  
      Annual Report, pp. 185-305.  
      Washington.
HOLMES, William H.

HOLMES, William H.

1884b  Eccentric Figures from Southern Mounds.  
HOLMES, William H.


[Including collections from LMV.]
HOLMES, William H.

HOLMES, William H.

HOLMES, William H.


[References to LMV and basketry from Avery Island.]
HOLMES, William H.

HOLMES, William H.

HOLMES, William H.


[pp. 105-108 discuss LMV.]
HONY, William

HOOD, Victor P.

HOPGOOD, James F.

HOPGOOD, James F.

HOPGOOD, James F.

HOPGOOD, James F.

HOPGOOD, James F.

1971 Notes and Speculations on a Clay Owl Figurine from Southeast Missouri. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 248, pp. 4-5.
HOPGOOD, James F.

HOPKINS, Bessie Cooper


[Natchez and Tunica discussed]
HOPPER, Doris

HOUCK, L.B.

1908  A History of Missouri. (3 Vols.) Chicago.

[Archaeology in Vol. 1.]
HOUCK, Louis

1909  The Spanish Regime in Missouri.
     R. R. Donnelley and Sons Co.
     Chicago.
HOUGH, David L.

HOUH, James

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John M.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John

1978b An Archeological Survey of the Proposed University Park Tennis Center, Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas. (Report submitted to the Department of Parks and Recreation, City of Little Rock by Arkansas Archeological Survey.) Fayetteville.
HOUSE, John

HOUSE, John

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H.

HOUSE, John H., and Timothy C. KLINGER (comp.)

HOUSE, John H., Timothy C. KLINGER, and Michael B. SCHIFFER

HOUSE, John H., and Michael B. SCHIFFER

HOUSE, John H., and Michael B. SCHIFFER

HOUSE, John H., and James W. SMITH

HOUSE, John H., and Samuel D. SMITH

HOUSE, John, and Samuel D. SMITH

1973b Environmental Inventory of the Archeological Resources of the Myatt Creek Lake, Fulton County Arkansas. (Report prepared for the Corps of Engineers by the Arkansas Archeological Survey.) Fayetteville.
HOUSE, John H., and Samuel D. SMITH

1973c Environmental Inventory of the Archeological Resources of the Wild Horse Lake, Fulton County, Arkansas. (Report prepared for the Corps of Engineers by the Arkansas Archeological Survey.) Fayetteville.
HOWARD, James A.

HOWE, Henry V., and Cyril K. MORESI


[Avery Island and other sites described.]
HOWE, Henry, V., and Cyril K. MORESI


[Arch sites described]
HOWE, Henry V., R.J. RUSSELL, and J.H. Mc GUIRT

HOWELL, John

HRDLIČKA, Ales

HRDLICKA, A.

HRDLIČKA, Ales

HUDSON, Charles

HUDSON, Jack, and Allen R. SALTUS

HUDSON, Jack C., et al.

HUDSON, Ralph M.


[7-page section on "Arkansas Indian Art" plus 6 plates of artifacts.]
HULBERT, Archer B.

HUMBLE, Sallie L.


[Troyville]
HUME, John R.

HUME, John R.

HUMPHREYS, A.A., and H.L. ABBOT

1861 The Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi River. (Report of survey authorized by Congress in 1850.) Washington. [Archaeological sites described.]
HUNER, John B.

HUNER, John

HUNER, John

HUNTER, Donald G.

HUNTER, Donald G. & William S. BAKER, Jr.

HUNTER, George


[Includes accounts of trips in Louisiana and Mississippi.]
HUNTER, Helen Virginia

HUNTER, J.

HUTCHINS, Thomas

1784 An Historical Narrative and Topographical Description of Louisiana and West-Florida. Philadelphia.

[Facs. reprint, Univ. Florida Press, 1966.]
HUXTABLE, J., M.J. AITKEN, and J.C. WEBER

HYATT, Robert D.

HYATT, Robert D. and Bruce GRAY

HYDE, Burma H. and William J. FOLAN

IMHOFF, Steven

INGRAHAM, J.H.

1835 The Southwest by a Yankee. New York.
IVES, John C.


[Parkin, Togo, and Rose Mound.]
JACKSON, Carrie M.

JACKSON, Edwin H.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--random subsurface testing--proposed runway and facilities construction, Slidell Airport--sampling strategy--no archaeological sites discovered.]
JACKSON, Edwin H.

Department of Anthropology, Tulane University. New Orleans.
JACKSON H. Edwin

JACKSON, H. Edwin

JACOBS, Wilbur R., ed.

JACOBSON, Daniel

JAMES, D. Clayton

1968  **Antebellum Natchez.** LSU Press.
     Baton Rouge.
JEFFERSON, Thomas

JEFFERYS, Thomas

1760  The Natural and Civil History of the French Dominions in North and South America. London.

[Including descriptions of various LMV Indians.]
JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

Summary: Archaeological Survey of the Natchez Trace. Ms. Southeast Archaeological Center, National Park Service. Tallahassee.
JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

JENNINGS, Jesse D.

1978 Ancient Native Americans.
W. H. Freeman and Co. San Francisco.

[Ch. 7 includes discussion of LMV]
JENSEN, Harald P.

JETER, Marvin D.

1979a Greetings and Information from the UAM Station. Arkansas Archeological Society, Field Notes, No. 169, pp. 1-5.

(SE Ark. chronology)
JETER, Marvin D.

JETER, Marvin D.

JETER, Marvin D.

JETER, Marvin D., David B. KELLEY, and George P. KELLEY

JILLSON, W.R.

JOHNSON, Jay K.

JOHNSON, Jay K., and Carol A. RASPET


(LMV—Yazoo Basin region)
JOHNSON, Jay K., and John T. SPARKS

JOHNSON, Walter R.

JOLLIET, Louis

JOLLY, Fletcher III

JOLLY, Fletcher III, and Jack SCRIVNER

JOLLY, Fletcher III

JOLLY, Fletcher III


[Description of tool recovered from surface at the Lace Place, 3P017.]
JOLLY, Fletcher III

JOLLY, Fletcher III

JOLLY, Fletcher, III and Shirley BRENDDEL

JONES, C.C.

JONES, Joseph

1876 Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 259. Washington.
JONES, Reca

JONES, Sam G.

JONES, W.D., and D.S. WHITTLESEY

1931 Types of Agricultural Land Occupance.
Ms. Department of Geography,
University of Chicago. Chicago.
JONES, Volney H.

1953 Plant Materials From the Fuller Site.
JOOR, Joseph F.


[See Cope, 1895.]
JORDAN, J.W.

JOSSELIN DE JONG, J.P.B.

1928 The Natchez Social System.
JOUTEL, Henri

JOUTEL, Henri

JURNEY, David H., Jr.

JURNEY, David H., Jr.

KACZOR, Michael J. and Dr. John WEYMOUTH

KANE, Harnett T.

KANE, Harnett T.

KAYE, John M.

1970 Pleistocene Mammalian Fossils Found in North Mississippi. Ms. Geology Department, Mississippi State University. State College.
KEAN, William L.

KEE, James Wathen, Mack PRICHARD, and Gilbert LANE, Jr.

KEEFE, Frank M.

1958  Along the Mississippi in Tennessee. 
Tennessee Archaeologist, Vol. 14, No. 2, 
pp. 97-99.

[Mr. Keefe has found several fluted points on First Chickasaw Bluff (illustrated), one Clovis, two which do not conform to the usual shape of Clovis or Cumberland points and may be Mississippi Valley variant.]
KEEFE, Frank


[Serpent-cat effigy]
KEEL, Bennie C.

KEITH, Sir Arthur

1929 The Antiquity of Man. (7th imp.)
Williams of Norgate, Ltd. London.

KELLER, John E.

KELLY, Arthur R.

KENNEDY, E.R. and J.M. JENSEN

KENT, Jonathan D.

KENTON, Edna (ed.)

1927  The Indians of North America. (2 Vols.)
     New York.

     [Ethnohistoric sources. Vol. 2, Jesuits
      in LMV: Marquette Ch. 43, Gravier
      Ch. 51, du Poisson Chs. 55-56.]
KESLIN, Richard O.

KIDDER, Tristram R. and David A. BARONDESS

1982  A Proposed Bone Tool Classification: A Case Study from Southeast Louisiana. Louisiana Archaeology, No. 8, pp. 89-112.
KILPATRICK, A.R.


[Including description of Troyville site.]
KING, Blanche B.


(Wickliffe)
KING, F.W.

KING, F.W.

KING, James E., and William H. ALLEN, Jr.

KINNIARD, Lawrence (ed.)

KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLINGER, Timothy C. (assembler)

KLINGER, Timothy C.

1977a An Exceptional Example of Carved Bone Technology from the Lower Mississippi Valley. The Arkansas Archeologist, Vols. 16, 17, 18, pp. 93-98.
KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLINGER, Timothy C.

KLIPPEL, Walter E.

KNAPP, Mrs. Gilbert

KNEER, Mary G.


[References to Indians throughout]
KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

(Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton, Environment and Culture.)
KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

1968  Louisiana, Its Land and People. 
      LSU Press. Baton Rouge.
KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

KNIFFEN, Fred B.

(Originally published in Kniffen 1945, The Indians of Louisiana.)
KOEHLER, T.H.

KOLB, C.R.

1962 Distribution of Soils Bordering the Mississippi River From Donaldsonville to Head of Passes. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station, Technical Report, No. 3-601. Vicksburg.

KOLB, C.R., and J.R. VAN LOPIK

KRAKKER, James J.

KRAKKER, James J.

KRIEGER, Alex D.

1946 Culture Complexes and Chronology in Northern Texas, with Extension of Puebloan Dating to the Mississippi Valley. University of Texas Publication, No. 4640.
KRIEGER, Alex D.

KRIEGER, Alex D.

KRIEGER, Alex D.

KRIEGER, Alex D.

KRIEGER, Alex D.

KROEBER, Alfred L.


[LMV pp. 61-76, 101-108.]
KRUSEKOPF, H.H.

KUNKEL, Paul A.

1951 The Indians of Louisiana, About 1700--Their Customs and Manner of Living. Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 175-203.
KUPFER, D.H.

KUTTRUFF, Karl

KWAS, Mary L.

KWAS, Mary L.


(update on the Pinson Mounds)
LA DASSOR, Gray (ed.)


[pp. 90-103 illustrate pots from Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi.]
LANCASTER, Jack, Jr.

LANDRY, Stuart O., Jr. (trans.)

LANE, Jack

LANGDON, F.F.


[Describes three crania and two mandibles from a site on Fifteen-mile Bayou "opened" by Mr. C.W. Riggs. Only significant statement is that Skull no. 60, "in its general form and state of preservation could not be differentiated from an average skull from the Madisonville prehistoric cemetery." ]
LANPHERE, Mildred T.

1920  The Indian Policy in the Old Southwest from 1783 to 1795. MA thesis. University of California.
LA HARPE, Bernard de

LARSON, Lewis H. Jr.

LARSON, Lewis H., Jr.

LATHAM, Robert G.


[Including Natchez vocabulary.]
LATHAM, Robert G.


[Including Natchez and Chitimacha vocabularies.]
LATHRAP, Donald W.

LAURO, Jim

1980 Early Archaic in the Lower Mississippi Valley; the Hebe Plantation Site in the Central Yazoo Basin, Miss. Ms. Lower Mississippi Survey, Peabody Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge.
LAURO, James T.

LAURO, James, and Geoffrey R. LEHMANN

LAURO, James, and Robert C. WILSON

LE BLANC, J.R., and H.A. BERNARD

LEEDS, Leon L.

LEEDS, Leon L.

LEHMANN, Geoffrey R.

1982a The Jaketown Site: Surface Collections from a Poverty Point Regional Center in the Yazoo Basin, Mississippi. Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Archaeological Report, No. 9. Jackson.
LEHMANN, Geoffrey R.

LEIDY, Joseph

LEIDY, Joseph

LEIDY, Joseph

LEIDY, Joseph


[Natchez finds, p. 9.]
LEIGHTON, Morris M.

LEIGHTON, M.M. and H.B. WILLMAN

LEMLEY, Harry J., and S.D. DICKINSON

LEMLEY, Harry J. and S.D. DICKINSON

1964 Reprint of "Archaeological Investigations on Bayou Macon in Arkansas."
LENZER, J.

LE PAGE DU PRATZ, Antoine

1758  Histoire de la Louisiane. (3 Vols.)
     Paris.
LE PAGE DU PRATZ, Antoine

LEVI-STRAUSS, Claude

1958  Anthropologie Structurale.

[See p. 158 for interpretation of
settlement pattern at Poverty
Point.]
LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, R. Barry

1982a Postal Archaeology: The St. Louis Bay Study. Southeastern Archaeology, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 52-64.
LEWIS, R. Barry

LEWIS, Sheila D.

LEWIS, Sheila


[Literature research--pedestrian reconnaissance survey--proposed pumping plant and drainage channel, Wild Cow Bayou, Concordia Parish--no cultural material discovered--previously recorded site destroyed--further investigations recommended.]
LEWIS, Shiela D.


[Proposed dike construction, Cottage Bend, Mississippi River—(pedestrian survey?)—no cultural resources located.]
LEWIS, Sheila D.


[Archaeological survey--proposed revetment repairs, Madison Parish, La. and Issaquena County, Mississippi--no cultural resources discovered.]
LEWIS, Sheila D.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed revetments, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
LEWIS, Sheila D.


[Reconnaissance pedestrian survey—proposed levee enlargement, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
LEWIS, Sheila D.


[Map review—proposed dike and revetment construction, Mississippi River—post 1930 land surfaces—no cultural resources in project areas.]
LEWIS, T.H.

1894 The "Old Fort" of Cross County, Arkansas. The Archaeologist, Vol. 2, No. 11, pp. 319-325.
LEWIS, Theodore H. (ed.)

LEWIS, T.H.

1936  Mounds of the Mississippi Basin.

[Reprinted from Magazine of American History. March, 1883. Refers to excavations by "some parties" in mound near Greenville on Capt. Hunt's plantation. Mound was 60 ft. high--must have been Winterville. Portion of 2 skeletons, several broken pots and a carved stone pipe were found.]
LEWIS, T.M.N.

1934. Kentucky's "Ancient Buried City."
Wisconsin Archaeologist, n.s., Vol. 13,
No. 2, pp. 25-31.
LEWIS, Thomas M.N. (ed.)

1958  Fine Clovis Point from Shelby County. 
      Tennessee Archaeologist, Vol. 14, No. 1, 
      pp. 34-35.
LEWIS, Thomas M.N., and Madeline KNEBERG

LEWIS, T.M.N., and M.N. LEWIS

LITTLE, Curtis J.

1904 Chickasawaba Mound, Mississippi Valley. 
LITTLETON, John O.

LITTLEJOHN, M.B., and W. HOOPER

LOCKETT, Samuel H.


[pp. 66-67 mounds in Ouachita and Morehouse Parishes.]
LOCKETT, Samuel H.


[First published description of Poverty Point site.]
LOGAN, Marie T.

LOWDRY, Robert

LOWE, E.N.

1974 Appendix P: Archeological and Historical Resources. Lower Mississippi Region Comprehensive Study. (National Park Service.) Vicksburg.
LOWERY, Woodbury

LOWERY, Woodbury

LOWRY, R.C.

LYELL, Charles

LYELL, Charles


[pp. 194-198 Natchez pelvis]
LYELL, Charles


[Natchez finds, pp. 200-205]
LYERLY, R.W., Jr.

1968  A Dig in Northeast Arkansas. AAS Field Notes, No. 44, pp. 2-4.
LYNN, Larry

LYNOTT, Mark J.

LYON, Owen

MC ADAMS, William

MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC CULLOUGH, David L., and John W. WALKER

MAC CURDY, G.C.

1913 Shell Gorgets from Missouri.
American Anthropologist, n.s.,
MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC CLURKAN, Burney

MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC CLURKAN, Burney B.

MC DERMOTT, John F.

1958  The Last Panoramas of the Mississippi.
     Chicago.
MC DERMOTT, John F. (ed.)

MC DERMOTT, John F. (ed.)

MC DERMOTT, John F. (ed.)

MC FARLAN, E., Jr.

MC GAHEY, Samuel O.

MC GAHEY, Samuel O.

MC GAHEY, Samuel O.

MC GAHEY, Sam

MC GEE, W. J.

MC GEE, W.J.

MC GEHEE, Harvey


[30 burials dug at a possible Quapaw site on the "lower Arkansas River"; 9 pots illus.]
MC GIMSEY, Charles R.

MC GIMSEY, Charles R.

MC GIMSEY, Charles R.

MC GIMSEY, Charles R.

1965 The Dupree Site in Retrospect. Arkansas Archaeologist, Vol. 6, No. 1.
1968 MC GIMSEY, Charles R., III, and Hester A. DAVIS

MC GIMSEY, Charles R., III

MC GIMSEY, Charles R., III, Hester A. DAVIS, and James B. GRIFFIN

MC GLASHAN, Marian L.

MC ILHENNY, E.A.

1935 The Alligator's Life History.
The Christopher Publishing House.
Boston.
MC INTIRE, William G.

MC INTIRE, William G.

MC INTIRE, William G.

MC INTIRE, W.G.


[Literature research--informant interviews--on ground survey via boat and foot--aerial surveillance--proposed pipeline route from St. James Parish to the Gulf of Mexico--shell mound, shell middens--assessment of present site status--no archaeological sites within the project corridor.]
MC INTIRE, William G.


[Literature research--aerial surveillance--proposed pipeline route, east Louisiana--emphasis on high probability site locations--no archaeological sites discovered.
MC INTIRE, W.G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian and vehicular survey—pipeline route, Norco to Baton Rouge, La.—high probability site areas emphasized—no cultural resources discovered.]
MC INTIRE, William G.


[Lafayette, St. Martin, Iberville Parishes.]
MC KELWAY, Henry


(Ashley Co.)
MC KINLEY, Daniel

MAC LEOD, W.C.

1924  Natchez Political Evolution.
      American Anthropologist, Vol. 26,
      pp. 201-229.
MC LEOD, W.C.

MAC NEISH, Richard S.

MC NUTT, Charles H.

MC PHERSON, H.R.

1955 Middle and Lower Mississippi Pottery. 
Central States Archaeological Journal, 
Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 125-128.

[Illustrates vessels from the following sites: Humber site near Clarksdale, Walls, Gant, Waponnocca, Rose, Young and Bradley.]
MC PHERSON, H.R.


[Illustrates some fine pottery from various sites in Parkin and Nodena phases, also some very good polychrome specimens from Walls.]
[Reference to use of Mississippi law to prevent demolition of mound near Redwood (Haynes Bluff). Quotes law in full.]
MC PHERSON, H.R.


[Milkweed pod-like object.]
MC WILLIAMS, Richebourg G. (trans. & ed.)

MC WILLIAMS, Tennant S.

MAGILL, Arthur C.

MAINFORT, Robert C., Jr., John B. BROSTER, and Karen M. JOHNSON

MALONE, James Henry

MALONE, James Henry

MANGUM, Paul L.


[Sets up 6 regional sequences as follows: 1) Northern Tombigbee (mainly based on Jennings, 1941, and Cotter and Corbett, 1951; also Ford, 1936 and PFG, 1951); 2) Tallahatchee (PFG, 1951 and Haag, 1955); 3) Chickasaway (Collins, 1926, Ford, 1936, PFG, 1951; 4) Big Black (Ford, 1936); 5) Central Pearl (Fulton, 1898); 6) Gulf Coast.]
MARBUT, C.F.

1902 The Evolution of the Northern Part of Southeastern Missouri. The University of Missouri Studies, Vol. 1, No. 3. Columbia.
MARGRY, Pierre

MARGRY, Pierre

1879 Memorial et Documents Pour Servir à l'Histoire des Origines Francaises des pay d'Outremer. (3 Vols.) Paris.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.
1964a Excavation of a Baytown Period Mound at the Hoecake Site. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 179.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

1964b Log-lined Tomb at Hoecake Site, 23MI8. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 179, p. 11.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.


[Falls (19-0-8), Murphy (19-0-21), McIntyre Site, near Itta Bena, Powell Bayou (17-0-9), Dockery (17-N-11).]
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

1969e Salvage Archaeology at the Edward Matthews Site, Scott County, Missouri. Ms. Department of Anthropology, University of Missouri. Columbia.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

1969f The Status of Archaeology of the Mississippi Alluvial Valley. Mississippi Archaeological Association Newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 4, pp. 7-10; No. 6, pp. 8-9.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

1969g The Story Mound Excavation at the Hoecake Site. Ms. Department of Anthropology, University of Missouri. Columbia.
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.


[Literature research--pedestrian and vehicular reconnaissance survey--proposed sewerage project, Loreauville, La.--mounds (161B40)--presence of buried cultural material not determined.]
MARSHALL, Richard A.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--informant interviews--proposed pipeline routes, East Baton Rouge and East Feliciana parishes, La.--potential site areas identified--no sites located.]
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

1977 Cultural Resource Survey of Tensas-Cocodrie Item 3-B and l, Concordia Parish, Louisiana. Ms. District Office U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Vicksburg. [Literature research--on-site survey--proposed levee construction, Concordia Parish--earthen mound--potential for Civil War remains--no artifactual material discovered--mitigation by avoidance recommended.]
MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A.

MARSHALL, Richard A., and James F. HOPGOOD

1964  A Test Excavation at Hoecake, 32Mi8, Mississippi County, Missouri. Missouri Archaeological Society Newsletter, No. 177, pp. 3-6.
MARSHALL, T.B., and G.C. EVANS


[Ch. 1, Indians; Ch. 2, French settlement.]
MARTIN, Francois X.

1827 The History of Louisiana.
(Reprinted Pelican Publishing Co.,
New Orleans, 1963)
MARTIN, Paul S., George I. QUIMBY, and Donald COLLIER


[Lower Mississippi Valley, pp. 399-420.]
MASON, Carol

MASON, Carrington


(Pothunting at a St. Francis type site in NE Arkansas)
MASON, Horace L.

MASON, Ronald J.

MASON, Ronald J., and Gregory PERINO

MASSOTH, George V.


[Chitimacha]
MATHIS, Mark A.

MATHIS, Mark A.

MATTHES, G.H.

MATTISON, Ray H.

MAXWELL, M., AND J.W. BENNETT

MEARS, Pamela

MEDFORD, Larry D.

MEDLOCK, Raymond C.

MERCER, H.C.

MERENESS, Newton D.

1916 Travels in the American Colonies.

[Journal of Diron d'Artaguiette,
pp. 15ff; Journal of Gordon,
pp. 475 ff.]
MERWIN, B.W.

MEWMAIER, Mary

MILBURN, William H.

MILLER, R.

MILES, Charles


[Including many illustrations of artifacts from LMV.]
MILLION, Michael G.

MILLION, Michael G.

MILLION, Michael G.

MILLION, Michael G.

MILLS, Gary B.

MILLS, Lawrence

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION

1914-1965  Mississippi Valley Historical Review
(51 Vols.).

[Occasional articles relevant to the history of the LMV]
MIXON, Ada

MOELLER, Roger W. (ed.)

MONKS, William

MONETTE, John W.

MONETTE, John Wesley

MONETTE, John Wesley

MONETTE, John Wesley

1848  History of the Discovery and Settlement of the Valley of the Mississippi by the Three Great European Powers, Spain, France, and Great Britain. (2 Vols.) New York.
MOONEY, James

MOONEY, James

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.

MOORE, Clarence B.


[pp. cited refer to sites in Mississippi Co., Arkansas.]
MOOREHEAD, Warren K.

1910  **The Stone Age in North America.** (2 Vols.) Boston and New York.
MOOREHEAD, Warren K.

MOOREHEAD, Warren K.

MOOREHEAD, Warren K.

MOOREHEAD, Warren K.

MORGAN, A.E.

Morgan, David J.

MORGAN, David T.

MORGAN, David T., and Carol A. RASPET

1979 Archaeological Salvage of a Portion of the Lightline Lake Site (22LF504), Teoc Creek Levee, Leflore County, Mississippi. Center for Archaeological Research, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Mississippi. University.
MORGAN, Col. James M.

MORGAN, James P.

MORGAN, William N.

MORRIS, Robert C.

MORRIS, Robert C.

MORSE, Dan


[Illustrated with hunchback effigies from Missouri and Arkansas.]
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.


[Late Archaic dart point from southeast Missouri and northeast Arkansas.]
MORSE, Dan F.

1970c Progress Report on Dalton Project
'70. Ms. Jonesboro.
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan

MORSE, Dan F.

1973a The Cahokia Microlith Industry. (Paper presented to the 38th annual SAA meeting, San Francisco.)

Ms. Jonesboro.
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

1973c The Hazel Site: Archeological Salvage During the Construction of Route 308. The Arkansas Archeologist, Vol. 14, Nos. 2-4, pp. 36-77.
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F. (ed.)

1973g Nodena: An Account of 75 Years of Archeological Investigation in Southeast Mississippi County, Arkansas. Arkansas Archeological Survey Research Series, No. 4.
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.


Jerry Cohen's (contractor) efforts to avoid bad publicity led to assisting Dan Morse and crew in salvage of archeological information at the Zebree site to their mutual benefit and pleasure.
MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F. and David G. ANDERSON

MORSE, Dan, Donald CRUSOE, and H. G. SMITH

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F.

MORSE, Dan F., and A. C. GOODYEAR, III

MORSE, Dan F., and Phyllis A. MORSE (eds.)

MORSE, Dan F., and Phyllis A. MORSE (eds.)

MORSE, Dan F., and Phyllis A. MORSE (eds.)

MORSE, Dan F., and John H. POLHEMUS, III

MORSE, Dan F., and Samuel D. SMITH

MORSE, Phyllis A.

MORSE, Phyllis A.

MORSE, Phyllis A.

MORSE, Phyllis A.

MORSE, Phyllis, and Dan MORSE

MORSE, Phyllis A., Dan F. MORSE, Michael G. MILLION, Arthur E. BOGAN, and Timothy C. KLINER

MOSELAGE, John

MOSELAGE, John

MOSELAGE, John

MOSENFELDER, Clara M.

MOUNGER, Whitman, and Elizabeth MOUNGER

MULLER, Jon D.

MULLER, Jon

MULLER, Jon

MULLER, Jon, R. LAFFERTY, J. RUDOLPH, and C. BLAKEMAN

MULLER, Jon, and Frank RACKERBY

MYER, William E.

MYER, William E.

NADAILLAC, Marquis de

NASATIR, A.P. (ed.)

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H.

NASH, Charles H., and Rodney GATES

NASH, Lou

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Intensive pedestrian and vehicular survey--proposed water line, Grand Prairie to Garland, La.--Prairie escarpment, natural levees more intensively examined--no archaeological sites in project area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Intensive vehicular and pedestrian survey—proposed sewerage treatment facility, Ball, La.—high potential site areas identified—no archeological sites located.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—pedestrian survey—proposed levee construction, French Fork and Little River, La.—mound and village complexes—surface scatters—pottery remains—Coles Creek, Plaquemine—potential adverse impact.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Pedestrian reconnaissance—proposed utility line, LaSalle Parish—no archaeological sites in survey area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.

1978  A Doublebarreled Detective Story.  
Human Mosaic, Tulane University.  
New Orleans.
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—field survey—proposed levee construction, Red River—seven prehistoric sites reported—salvage or avoidance recommended for Greenhouse site and Bayou Rouge site.]

[Literature review--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed levee enlargement, Red River--no cultural resources discovered.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—pedestrian reconnaissance—proposed sewerage project, Port Vincent, La.—recorded archaeological sites—no impact expected.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research--pedestrian survey--proposed sewerage project, Tangipahoa, Louisiana--no archaeological sites located in project area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research--pedestrian survey--proposed sewerage project, Tickfaw, Louisiana--no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Archaeological survey—proposed sewerage project, Rayville, La.—no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—field survey—proposed sewerage project, Winnsboro, La.—no cultural resources located.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Archaeological survey—proposed sewerage project, Wisner, La.—no archaeological sites in project area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed gravel quarry, Rapides Parish--no cultural resources discovered.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—field survey—proposed sewerage project, Concordia Parish, Louisiana—no archaeological sites located in project area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research—pedestrian survey—proposed sewerage project, Lake Bruin area, Louisiana—no archaeological sites located in project area.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.

19771 Environmental Impact Report
(Archeological survey WPC-LA-481, Livonia, Louisiana Sewerage Project).
Ms. Louisiana Section, Louisiana State Library. Baton Rouge.

[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed sewerage project, Livonia, Pointe Coupee Parish—mound and midden—Plaquemine period (A.D. 1200)—no impact expected.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

1980  I Wonder About the World of Clarence Hungerford Webb, The Man Who Really Does Know, or Would John Wayne have been an Improvement at Gahayam?

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.


[Literature research--inventory and assessment--Pearl River Basin--background data.]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


[St. Landry Parish]
NEITZEL, Robert S.


(Literature research--inventory and assessment--Pearl River Basin--background data.)
NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S.

NEITZEL, Robert S., and Jeffrey P. BRAIN

NEUMAIER, Mary G.

NEUMAN, Robert W.

NEUMAN, Robert W.

NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--on ground survey via foot, boat, vehicle--proposed hurricane protection project, Lake Pontchartrain area, La.--Rangia shell middens (16SC16 & 16SC17)--pottery sherds, mammal bones--16SC16, Troyville--Coles Creek--16SC17, post-Marksville.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Intensive on-ground survey, via foot, boat, and vehicle--proposed highway construc. Interstate 20, Madison Parish--midden deposit (16MA21)--lithic, ceramic & charcoal mat'ls. --pyramidal mound (16MA21) salvage excavation--8 constr. stages--primary & secondary burials, fire pits, midden deposits--Troyville - Coles Creek (C14 date AD 1105)]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Lit. research--aerial surveillance--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed nuclear generating station, south of St. Francisville, La.--surface deposits, anomalous mound--ceramic and lithic mat'l.--sub-surface coring of mound--determination of non-significance.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[On-ground survey via boat--aerial surveillance--proposed construction along Bayou Lafourche-Jump Waterway, Lafourche Parish--shell middens--lithic ceramic, and bone remains.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--aerial surveillance--proposed dredging project, lower Mississippi River--aboriginal shell middens--historic (18th and 19th century) forts--historic settlement, Balize (1722 and 1768)--located in or near the project area.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—aerial surveillance via helicopter—on-ground survey via boat—proposed project areas, Orleans and St. Bernard Parishes—aboriginal shell middens—historic 19th century forts—project impact not assessed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--aerial surveillance--on ground survey via boat and vehicle--shell midden and mound (16TR6)--erathen mounds (16TR37, 16TR38, 16TR86)--project impact not assessed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--aerial surveillance--on-ground recommaissance via boat--bayous LaLoutre, St. Malo, and Yscloskey, St. Bernard Parish--previously recorded sites 16SB11 and 16SB24 not located--tentative location of one prehistoric site.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


\[\text{[Literature research--field survey via foot, boat \& helicopter--proposed highway construc., Boutte to Route I-10, La.--previously recorded sites, 160R40 and 160R41, not relocated--ceramic artifacts from 16SB67.]}\]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Excavation--Bayou Jasmine site--midden deposits--Poverty Point through proto-historic occupations--lithic, ceramic, bone, shell, seeds, nuts, wood, coprolites--A.D. 1200-1500 to Tchefuncte occupations--aboriginal subsistence and ecologic changes--preliminary state of analysis.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—aerial surveillance via helicopter—on-ground survey via boat—Bayou Barataria—Bayou Perot area, Jefferson Parish—shell middens, shell mounds—Troyville-Coles Creek (A.D. 700–A.D. 1100)—presently undergoing erosion—project impact not assessed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—aerial surveillance—proposed dredging project, Bayou Lafourche—no archaeological sites located.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—survey via boat—proposed project areas along Bayou Segnette—previously recorded shell middens (16JE54, 16JE55, 16JE56) not located.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Aerial survey via helicopter—proposed Bayou Segnette project—shell midden and mound (16JE36)—no impact expected.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—on-ground survey—proposed channelization project, Choctaw Bayou Watershed, La.—no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Aerial surveillance—proposed pipeline alignment, Lake Palourde area—shell midden (16AS14), destroyed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Aerial survey, via helicopter—proposed project area, Lake Pontchartrain—shell middens (16ST26, 16ST48, 16ST63)—project impact not assessed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Aerial survey, via helicopter—proposed construction, Mississippi River—shell midden (16JE37)—project impact not assessed.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.

NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—archaeological survey via boat—proposed levee project, Lake Pontchartrain—shell middens—160R12 and 160R28, not located in impact zone—160R15, buried—160R11, not relocated.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—aerial surveillance—proposed lock replacement, Vermilion Parish—no archaeological sites located.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Assumption, Terrebonne, Lafourche Parishes.]

[Literature research--on-ground survey via foot and boat--informant interviews--proposed highway construction, Assumption Parish--shell midden, 16AS15--in situ deposits, shell, pottery, faunal remains--Rangia shell deposits, no associated cultural material.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--informant interviews--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, Assumption Parish, La.--previously recorded sites, 16AS15, 16AS34 and 16AS35--shell middens--in situ cultural material, 16AS15--no cultural material @ 16AS34 & 16AS35.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed port facility, Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana--no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Surface investigation via boat, truck and foot—proposed project areas, Lake Verret Watershed—no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature review--areial surveillance--proposed pipeline route, Bayou Lafourche--no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.

1977a An Archaeological Assessment of Coastal Louisiana. Museum of Geoscience, Louisiana State University, Mélanges, No. 11.

[Literature research—field reconnaissance—inventory of archaeological resources, coastal La.—middens (shell & earthen)—mounds (shell & earthen)—camps—historic fort—ceramic, lithic, & bone material—occupational sequence from 10,000 B.P. through historic times—Lower Mississippi Valley chronology.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--field reconnaissance (via foot & vehicle)--proposed sewerage project, Iberia Parish--no archaeological sites in impact zone.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian & vehicular survey—proposed sewerage project, Ascension Parish, La.—no archaeological sites located.]

[Literature research—pedestrian and vehicular survey—proposed sewerage project, Gonzales, Louisiana—no archaeological sites in project area.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.

1977e. An archaeological Survey of the Waterford Station, Unit Number 3, St. Charles Parish, Louisiana. Ms. Louisiana State Library. (Submitted to Louisiana Power and Light Company.) Baton Rouge.
NEUMAN, Robert W.

1977f Archaeological Techniques in the Louisiana Coastal Region. Louisiana Archaeology, Vol. 3.
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[W. Baton Rouge Parish.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.

NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research—on-ground survey—proposed channelization. Gross Tete Watershed, Louisiana—no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.


[Literature research--on-ground survey--proposed channelization project, Johnson Bayou Watershed, Louisiana--no archaeological sites discovered.]
NEUMAN, Robert W.

NEUMAN, Robert W. and Kathleen Mary BYRD

NEUMAN, Robert W., and A. Frank SERVELLO

NEUMAN, Robert W. and A. Frank SERVELLO


[Lit. research—reconnaissance survey via truck, boat, foot, helicopter—inventory of archaeol. resources—nonrandom survey, relict and active levees emphasized—shell middens—earthen middens—struc. remains, plantations & gins—earthworks—surf. scatters—ceramic, lithic, shell, bone, glass, metal, brick remains—Archaic, Pov. Point, Tchefun., Marksville, Troyville-Coles Creek, Plaqu., Euro-Amer.—recommendations for further data recov.]
NEUMAN, Robert W., and Lanier A. SIMMONS

NEWSOM, Jeffrey B.

NEWTON, John P.

NEWTON, Milton B., Jr.

NORTH, Gary W., and Henry T. SVEHLAK


(Fatherland site)
NORTHUP, Solomon

1853 Twelve Years a Slave... Henry R. Derby. Cincinnati. (Reprinted 1968, Louisiana State University Press.)
NUCKOLLS, John B.

NULL, James M.

NUTTALL, Thomas

O'CALLAGHAN, Mary A.

OFFICER de l'ARMEE de M. de Nouaille

OFFICER AT NEW ORLEANS

OLSEN, Stanley J.

ORR, Kenneth G.

ORR, Kenneth G.

OWENS, Harry P.

1979 An Assessment of Historic Period Cultural Resources along the Yazoo River between River Miles 75.6 and 273.0, including Tchula Lake and Honey Island, Mississippi. Center for Archaeological Research, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Mississippi. University.
OWEN, Richard

PADGETT, Thomas J.

1976  A Study of Archeological and Historical Resources in Three Areas of the Poinsett Watershed Project, Arkansas. (Ms. prepared for Soil Conservation Service by the Arkansas Archeological Survey.) Fayetteville.
PADGETT, Thomas J., and David M. HEISLER

1979  A Predictive Model of Archaeological Site Location in the Central Leaf River Basin, Mississippi. Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg.
PADGETT, Thomas J. and Robert H. RAY

PAGE, James R.

PALMER, Edward


[References to Desha, Mississippi, Crittenden, Pointsett, Cross and Arkansas Co.]
PAULSGAARD, Linda

PARISH, John C.

1922 The Lake of the Taensa.
Louisiana Historical Quarterly,
Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 201-207.
PARKER, James V.

PARKMAN, Francis

1869 The Discovery of the Great West: LaSalle. (Many subsequent eds.)
PARMALEE, Paul W.

PARMALEE, Paul W.

PARMALEE, Paul W.

PARMALEE, Paul W.

PARMALEE, Paul W.


PARMALEE, Paul W. and Walter E. KLIPPEL


[Most examples from Arkansas & Louisiana]
PATTERSON. L.W.

PATTERSON, L.W.

PAYNE, Mildred Y., and Harry H. KROLL


(A nearly worthless book by non-professionals about the Pinson Mounds; Toltec also mentioned)
PEABODY, Charles

PEARCE, Dave L.

PEARSON, Charles E. (ed.)

PEASE, C.H.

PECOTTE, Michael J.

PEEBLES, Christopher S.

PEET, S. D.

PEET, S.D.

PENICAUT, André

PENICK, James Lal, Jr.

PENMAN, John T.

1973 The Zooarchaeology of the Fatherland Site, Natchez, Mississippi. MS thesis. Florida State University. Tallahassee.
PENMAN, John T.

PENMAN, John T.

PENMAN, John T.

PENMAN, John T.

1975b Archaeological Survey of the Northern Segment of Deer Creek, Mississippi. Ms. Division of Historic Sites and Archaeology, Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
PENMAN, John T.

PERCY, George W.

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

1959a  C-14 Date From the Banks Site, Arkansas. Oklahoma Anthropological Society Newsletter, Vol. 8, No. 3, p. 3.
PERINO, Gregory

1959b The Cherry Valley Mound Group.
Central States Archaeological Journal,
Vol. 6, No. 2.
PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

1966a The Banks Village Site, Crittenden County, Arkansas. Memoir of the Missouri Archaeological Society, No. 4.
PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERINO, Gregory

PERKINS, Bob F.

PERTTULA, Timothy K.

PETERSON, John H., Jr.

PETE RSON, John H., Jr.

1975 Louisiana Choctaw Life at the End of the Nineteenth Century. **Four Centuries of Southern Indians.** C.M. Hudson, ed. The University of Georgia Press. Athens.
PHELPS, D.A. (trans. & ed.)

PHELPS, Dawson A.

PHILLIPS, Henry, Jr.


(Survey includes LMV materials: fore­runner to LMS Bulletin, no. 5)
PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip

PHILLIPS, Philip, and James A. BROWN


[Vol. 1, pp. 174-178, 198-206 discusses LMV.]
PHILLIPS, Philip, and Gordon R. WILLEY

PILCHER, Joe M.


[Ethnol. & archaeol.]
PILLING, James C.

PITTMAN, Philip

1770  The Present State of the European Settlements on the Mississippi.
POPE, William F.

1895  Early Days in Arkansas; Being for the Most Part the Personal Recollections of an Old Settler. Frederick W. Allsopp, Publisher. Little Rock.
PORTER, James W.

PORTER, K.W.

POST, Lauren C.

1933 The Domestic Animals and Plants of French Louisiana as Mentioned in the Literature with Reference to Sources, Varieties and Uses. Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. 16, No. 4, pp. 554-586.
POTTER, Karrie

1973  Ethnobotany of the Gooseneck Site. 
POTTER, Stephen R.

POTTER, W.B.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D.

POTTS, Thomas D. and Samuel O. BROOKES

POWELL, John W.


[Including Chitimachan, Muskhogeau, Natchez.]
POWELL, Mary L.


(Mississippian Burials from Zebree)
PRICE, Cynthia R.

1976a An Archaeological Investigation of the Borrow Dirt Area at Dam Site Number 1 of the USDA Soil Conservation Service Fourche Creek Watershed Project. Ms. USDA-SCS, Columbia, Missouri.
PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE. Cynthia R.

1976d  A Cultural Resource Assessment of Six USDA Forest Service Exchange Tracts. Ms. USDA Forest Service, Mark Twain National Forest, Rolla, Missouri.
PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

1978 Type Descriptions and Proposed Ceramic Sequence, 1810 to 1870, for the Ozark Border Region of Southeast Missouri, Based on an Analysis of Refined Earthenware Assemblages from Archaeological Sites. Ms. Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest Missouri State University. Springfield.
PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R.

1979c A Cultural Resources Survey of Areas to be Affected by Proposed Subdivision Development at the Town of Morley, Scott County, Missouri: 1979. Ms. Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield.
PRICE, Cynthia R.

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James J. KRAKKER

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

1977a An Archaeological and Historical Literature Review of the Cape Girardeau-Jackson Metropolitan Area, Cape Girardeau County, Missouri. U.S. Corps of Engineers. Columbia.
PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. Price

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

1977d  The Widow Harris Cabin Project.  
Society for Historical Archaeology 
Newsletter, October, 1977.
PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

1978b Investigation of Settlement and Subsistence Systems in the Ozark Border Region of Southeast Missouri During the First Half of the Nineteenth Century: The Widow Harris Cabin Project. (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Society of Historical Archaeology, January 3-8, 1978, San Antonio, Texas.)
PRICE, Cynthia R., and James E. PRICE

1980  An Inventory and Assessment of the Leo Anderson Collection of Archaeological and Historical specimens. Ms. Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest Missouri State University. Springfield.

(Detailed analysis of the Anderson collection from Missouri and northeast Arkansas)
PRICE, G.R. Dennis


[Literature research—pedestrian and vehicular survey—proposed Bayou Macon water system, La.—mounds, middens—ceramic analysis—Marksville, Coles Creek, Mississippian periods—mitigation by avoidance.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis


[Literature research--pedestrian reconnaissance--proposed channelization, Bayou Robert--historic plantations, churches, cemeteries, and sugar mill--mitigation by avoidance recommended.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis


[Subsurface testing--proposed channelization project, Central Madison Watershed, Louisiana--no in situ cultural deposits discovered.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis


[Literature research -- pedestrian survey -- subsurface testing -- aerial surveillance -- proposed pipeline, Mississippi River, Lake Pontchartrain area -- surface deposits -- brick foundations -- historic occupation -- non-significant.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey (100%)—subsurface testing—proposed construction area, Rayville airport—no significant cultural resources in survey area.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis

PRICE, G.R. Dennis

PRICE, G.R. Dennis, and Glen S. GREENE

PRICE, G.R. Dennis, and Glen S. GREENE


[Literature research—local informant interviews—field reconnaissance—proposed channelization, Concordia Parish—earthen mounds—middens—burials—Tchefuncte, Marksville, Coles Creek, Plaquemine—no cultural resources in impact area.]
PRICE. G.R. Dennis, and Lorraine HEARTFIELD


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—subsurface testing—proposed channelization projects, West Carroll Watershed—surface scatters—lithic, ceramic, and burned clay materials—mounds, middens, and burials prev. reported—Archaic, Poverty Point, Marksville, Baytown, Coles Creek cultural periods—sparse surficial evidence, 19th century house sites.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis, and Lorraine HEARTFIELD


[Extensive literature research—field reconnaissance—Big and Big Colewa Creeks—assessment of existing and potential prehistoric and historic resources.]
PRICE, G.R. Dennis, and Lorraine HEARTFIELD

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE. James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

1976g Fourche Creek Watershed Survey.
PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E.

PRICE, James E., and James B. GRIFFIN

1979  The Snodgrass Site of the Powers Phase of Southeast Missouri. Museum of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Anthropological Papers, No. 66.
PRICE, James E., and James J. KRAKKER

PRICE, James E., and Cynthia R. PRICE

PRICE, James E., and Cynthia R. PRICE

PRICE, James E., and Cynthia R. PRICE

PRICE, James E., and Cynthia R. PRICE

PRICE, James E., and Cynthia R. PRICE

PRICE, James E., Cynthia R. Price, and Suzanne E. HARRIS

PRICHARD, Walter (ed.)


[Incl. desc. of Choctaw Village, and mound in Catahoula Par.]
PRINTUP, Dan


[Site near Pace, Mississippi (17-M-22).]
PRITCHARD, Walter, Fred B. KNIFFEN, and Clair A. BROWN

PROKOPETZ, A. Wayne

PURSER, Joyce

PUTNAM, F.W.

PUTNAM, F.W.

1875b  The Pottery of the Mound Builders. 
American Naturalist, Vol. 9, No. 6, 
pp. 321-393.
PUTNAM, F.W.

PUTNAM, F.W.

PUTNAM, F.W.

PUTNAM, F.W.


[Curtis excavations along the St. Francis in 1879.]
QUIMBY, George I.

1941 The Tchefuncte Culture.
QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

QUIMBY, George I.

RAAB, L. Mark

RAAB, L. Mark

RAAB, L. Mark

RACKERBY, Frank

RACKERBY, Frank

RAFINESQUE, C.S.

1824 Ancient History, or Annals of Kentucky. Frankfort.

[Despite title ranges as far as Louisiana, e.g., Troyville site.]
RAMPTON, L.C.

RANDS, Robert L.

RANDS, Robert L.

RANDS, Robert L.

RAU, Charles


[Pottery from LMV, basketry from Avery Island.]
RAU, Charles


[LMV artifacts and practices included.]
READ, William A.

READ, William A.

READ, William A.

READ, William A.

REAGAN, Michael

REAGAN, Michael J.

REAGAN, Michael J.

REAGAN, Michael J.

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden

REDFIELD, Alden, and John H. MOSELAGE

1970 The Lace Place, A Dalton Project Site in the Western Lowland in Eastern Arkansas. Arkansas Archeologist, Vol. 11, No. 2.
RICHARDSON, Susan

RICHARDSON, William

RIORDAN, Robert

RIVET, Philip G.

RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--pedestrian survey--proposed bridge construction, Bayou Boeuf and Bayou Liberty, LA 307 and LA 433--recorded sites 16ST18 and 16LF16 not located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bypass construction, LA 3114, Covington—no archeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction, LA 15—isolated spot finds, scraper and projectile points—recorded site 16FR10 not within impact area—no adverse impact on significant archeological sites expected.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, LA 16--no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, LA 37--recorded mound site, 16EBR9 not endangered--surface scatters--type of artifacts collected not specified--further investigations recommended]
St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana. Ms.
Office of Highways, Department of Transportation and Development.
Baton Rouge.

[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction, I-10 interchange—no archeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, LA 315, Houma, Louisiana—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction, LA 107—surface collection—pottery sherds, lithic tools and flakes, milling stones—subsurface testing revealed buried cultural remains.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Pedestrian reconnaissance survey--proposed interchange construction, U.S. 71 and LA 1--no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[On-site survey, 16RA37—potential impact from highway construction, LA 107—surface deposits—aboriginal lithics and pottery—16RA37 extensively damaged—no further investigation recommended.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Bayou Dezaire, LA 21—no archeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction, Belle Terre Drive, LA 3188—no archaeoological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.

1975c Archeological Survey of Bluebonnet Road, I-10 to Perkins Road, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Ms. Office of Highways, Department of Transportation and Development. Baton Rouge.

[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed road construction--no archaeological sites located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed drainage structures, Cross Bayou, Red Bayou, LA U.S. 84—mound site, 16C010—not endangered—no archaeological sites discovered in the project area.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed bridge construction, LA U.S. 11--recorded site 160R39 not endangered--no other archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Harvey Canal, U.S. 90—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed bridge construction, LA 3134--archaeological sites 16JE36 and 16JE55 and historic Fleming Plantation not endangered--no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, LA 3171, between Lafayette and Opelousas--on-site inspection, 16SL17 not endangered--surface scatters--significant lithic and pottery, historic ceramics--non-significant--presence of subsurface cultural material not determined.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Bluff Lick Creek and Little River, LA 122 and LA 124—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, Routes LA 885 and 1079--surface scatters and structural remains--historic plantation, house sites, and gins--no adverse impact expected.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed rest area project, Slidell--no archaeological sites located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed construction, Tangipahoa and Amite Rivers, LA 440 and LA 432--no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge replacements, routes LA 133, 135 and 151—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.

RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed relocation of LA 1, Lafourche Parish—no archaeological sites in project area.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed lane-widening, Highway 61, East Baton Rouge Parish—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Bayou Cross Cocodrie, LA 129—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge, Blind River, U.S. 61—isolated find of one projectile point, scattered Rangia shells—no in situ deposits—non-significant.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—9ntensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Charenton Canal, U.S. 90—no archeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Franklin Canal, LA 3052—scatter of Rangia and oyster shells—no cultural material—no monitoring recommended.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway widening, Route LA 107—no archaeological sites located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge replacements, Ruth Bayou and Cypress Bayou, Route LA 96—no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Route LA 22, Tchefuncte River—site 16ST23, partially destroyed—sherds, projectile point, Rangia shell scatter—monitoring during construction.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, LA 1--isolated spot finds--aboriginal sherds--possibly associated with nearby Bayou Goula and Clara Murray sites.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed relocation of highway U.S. 90—Rangia shell middens—aboriginal pottery—historic material, Bayou Ramos house.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed bridge construction, Route LA 3182--previously recorded site, 16IB49--surface dimensions not within impact area.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge construction, Route 64, East Baton Rouge Parish—spot find—plain potsherd—non-significant.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construc. Rt. LA 3127, Vacherie to Kollona sec. and Rt. LA 640, Edgard to LA 3127--shell midden--ceramic, bone, and shell mat'ls.--Baytown-Coles Creek--structural remains, surface deposits--logging camp, tenant house--glass, ceramic, brick & metal remains--19th cen. Amer.]
RIVET, Philip G.

1976

[Literature research--on ground survey via foot and boat--proposed highway construction, Ivanhoe to Jeanerette, La.--no cultural resources located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed bridge construction, Route 3195, Iberia Parish--no cultural resources located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, New Orleans Expressway, Causeway Blvd. to I-610 interchange--no cultural resources located.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Pedestrian survey—selected segments of Routes 8 & 124, north-central Catahoula Parish—middens, mound—quarry, village—no cultural material observed in project area—no impact on these sites anticipated.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed bridge and embankment construction, Rt. 3147, Vermilion Parish--high probability areas identified, cheniere ridges--no archaeological sites discovered.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed highway construction, Bluebonnet Blvd., Baton Rouge—no cultural resources located in project area.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway construction, Central - St. Bridget, LA 311--surface deposits--historic ceramic glass, metal and brick remains--standing structure, Rebecca Plantation--tentative locale of prehistoric sites--mitigation by avoidance.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway widening, Port Hudson-Thompson Creek Hgwy.--surface scatters (16EF16 & 16EF17)--ceramic & lithic artifacts--camps--cultural affiliation undetermined--no cultural mat'l. observed in Port Hudson Battlefield area--monitoring of 16EF16 & 16RF17 during const. recommended.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[On-site inspection—proposed highway construction along LA 311, Central to St. Bridget, Terrebonne Parish—historic structures, Ardoyne, Magnolia & Rebecca Plantations—mitigation by avoidance.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Surface testing—site 16LA37—limits of site defined—potential impact from proposed Little River bridge—Route LA 8 project.]
RIVET, Philip G.

1977b Cultural Resource Survey of the Bourg-Larose Highway (middle section), Bayou Blue Bridge and Approaches, Route LA 24, Lafourche Parish. Ms. DOTD.
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed bridge, Little River, LA 8—mound complex—lithic and ceramic artifacts—Coles Creek—subsurface testing recommended.]
RIVET, Philip G.


[Intensive pedestrian survey--proposed highway improvements--no cultural resources in project areas.]
ROBBINS, Louise M.

ROBBINS, L.M.

ROBERTS, Jack C.

1962  A St. Francis River Masterpiece.
Central States Archaeological Journal,
Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 141-142.

[Nodena R/W stylized bird effigy
pot from Cross Co., Arkansas.]
ROBERTS, Jack C.

1969  An Unusual Engraved Pottery Vessel.

[Pot from Crittenden Co., Ark. with four engraved "human" heads a la Cult.]
ROBERTS, Jack C.

1971  Middle Mississippian Culture Pottery.
ROBERTSON, D.A.

ROBERTSON, James A. (trans. and ed.)

ROBIN, C.C.

ROBINSON, T.H.

ROBINSON, T.H.

ROHRBOUGH, Malcolm J.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha A.

ROLINGSON, Martha Ann

ROLINGSON, Martha A., and Frank SCHAMBACH


(located in the Felsenthal National Wildlife Refuge: ten components from late Paleo-Indian to Mississippian)
ROLINGSON, Martha A., and Frank F. Schambach

ROLINGSON, Martha A., and D.W. SCHWARTZ

1966 Late Paleo-Indian and Early Archaic Manifestations in Western Kentucky. University of Kentucky Press. Lexington.
ROMANS, Bernard

ROPE, Bradford L.

ROPER, James E.


(De Soto at the Chickasaw Bluffs!)
ROSE, Jerome C.

ROSE, Jerome C., Barbara BURNETT, Michael NASSANEY, and Mark BLAEUEER

ROSE, J.C., P. CLANCY, K. CONDON, and B. HUNTER


(Plaquemine Burials)
ROSE, J.C. and M.L. POWELL

ROSS, Lieutenant

1775 Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres; taken on an Expedition to the Illinois, in the latter end of the year 1765. Robert Sayer. London.
ROTH, Eric A.

ROUQUETTE, Francois D.


[Early Indian Affairs.]
ROWLAND, Dunbar (ed.)


[Indian affairs.]
ROWLAND, Dunbar

1925 Mississippi History.
ROWLAND, Dunbar

ROWLAND, Dunbar

ROWLAND, Dunbar, and Moreau B. CHAMBERS

1937 A Selected List of Significant Archaeological Sites in the Various Counties of Mississippi with Approximate Locations of All Sites Named. Ms. Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
ROWLAND, Dunbar, and A.G. SANDERS

1927- Mississippi Provincial Archives.
1932 (3 Vols.) Press of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Jackson.
ROZIER, Firman A.

RUCKER, Marc D.

RUDOLPH, J.L.

RUSSELL, Richard J.

1933 Larto Lake, an Old Mississippi River Channel. Louisiana Conservation Review, Vol. 3., No. 3., pp. 18-21.
(Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton Environment and Culture.)
RUSSELL, Richard J.

RUSSELL, Richard J.

RUSSELL, Richard J.

RUSSELL, Richard J.

1944  Lower Mississippi Valley Loess.  
Geological Society of America Bulletin,  
RUSSELL, Richard J.

(Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton, comp., Environment and Culture.)
RUSSELL, Richard J.

(Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton, Environment and Culture.)
RUSSELL, Richard J.

1967  Aspects of Coastal Morphology.
      Geografiska Annaler, Vol. 49,
      (Reprinted 1978, Walker and Newton,
      Environment and Culture.)
RUSSELL, Richard J. and H.V. HOWE

RUST, H.N.

RYAN, Thomas M.

RYAN, Thomas M.


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed levee setback, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
SALTUS, Alan R.

1976 Archeological Salvage Investigations
of Roverboat at Shaw, Louisiana. Ms.
Louisiana Archaeological Survey and
SALTUS, Allen R., Kay G. HUDSON, and Leslie CLENDENON

SAMPSON, Francis A.

SANDERS, L.E., E.W. CLARK, and Janice CLARK

1962 Little Crane Lake Site, 16M07. 
Arkansas Archaeologist, Vol. 3, No. 6, pp. 9-12.

[Preliminary analysis indicated a pure Coles Creek complex.]
SAUCIER, Corrine L.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T.

SAUCIER, Roger T., and Arthur R. FLEETWOOD

SAUCIER, Roger T., and C.R. KOLB

SCHAAF, Ida M.

SCHAMBACH, Frank F.

SCHEIBEL, Russell G. and Ann M. EARLY

SCHIFFER, Michael B.

SCHIFFER, Michael B.

SCHIFFER, Michael B.

SCHIFFER, Michael B.

SCHIFFER, Michael B.

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE (assemblers)

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE (assemblers)

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHIFFER, Michael B., and John H. HOUSE

SCHMIDT, Emil


[Considerable material on New Orleans Gas-works, Avery Island and Natchez finds, but secondary of course.]
SCHOENWETTER, James

SCHOLTZ, James A.

SCHOLTZ, James A.

1968b The Dumond Site (3AR40), Arkansas County, Arkansas. Arkansas Archeologist, Vol. 9, pp. 10-27.
SCHOLTZ, James A.

1971  Investigations at the Roland Mound, 3AR30, Arkansas County, Arkansas. Ms. Southeast Archeological Center, Macon, and University of Arkansas Museum. Fayetteville.
SCHOLTZ, James A., and Hester A. DAVIS

SCHOOLCRAFT, Henry Rowe

SCHOOLCRAFT, Henry Rowe

SCHOOLCRAFT, Henry R.

1853-  Information Respecting the History,  
1857  Conditions and Prospects of the Indian  
      Tribes of the United States Collected  
      and Prepared Under the Direction of  
      Indian Affairs. (6 Vols.) J.B.  
      Lippincott and Co. Philadelphia.
SCHULTZ, Christian, Jr.

1810 Trave ls on an Inland Voyage...Through the Territories of Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, and New Orleans. Performed in the Years 1807 and 1808. (2 Vols.) New York.
SCHWARTZ, Douglas W.

SCULLY, Edward G.

SEARS, William H.

SEARS, William H.

SEARS, William H.

SEARS, William H.

SEARS, William H.

SEEVER, William J.


SELLARS, Richard W.

SERVELLO, A. Frank


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed levee construction, Miss. River--surface deposits--structural remains, plantation house, wooden cisterns, cemeteries, gin--19th & 20th century plantation system--no adverse impact expected.]
SETZLER, Frank M.

SETZLER, Frank M.

SETZLER, Frank M.

SETZLER, Frank M.

SETZLER, Frank M.

n.d. Marksville: A Louisiana Variant of the Hopewell Culture. Ms. (in prep.)
SHAFER, Happy J.

SHALER, N.S.

New York.
SHEA, Andrea B.

SHEA, John Gilmary (ed.)

1852  Discovery and Exploration of the Mississippi Valley. J. McDonough.
      Albany. (Reprinted 1903)

      [Marquette, Allouez, Membré, Hennepin, Anastase Douay.]
SHEA, John Gilmary

SHEA, John Gilmary (ed.)

1861 Early Voyages Up and Down the Mississippi. Joel Munsell. Albany. (Reprinted 1902)

[Cavelier, St. Cosme, Le Sueur, Gravier, Guignas.]
SHEA, John Gilmary (ed.)

SHELFORD, V.E.

SHELFORD, Victor E.

     University of Illinois Press. Urbana.
SHELLBERG, Kenneth L.

SHENKLE, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J.R.

SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Lit. res.--field survey--proposed airport locations, S.E. La.--Rangia shell mounds, campsite, earth mound, shell ring, beach deposits--aborig. ceramic & lithic remains--Paleo-Indian, Tchefuncte, Marks-ville, Coles Creek, Missippian, & hist. occupations]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Lit. research—pedestrian survey—proposed flood protection project, Jefferson Parish—shell middens & beach deposits, earthen mounds, small campsites (all prev. recorded)—small Rangia shell scatters no archaeological sites within project area.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[St. Tammany Parish.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Bayou Lafourche (?)]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Field survey—proposed bridge construction, East and West Pearl Rivers—no archaeological sites discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research--aerial surveillance--proposed pipeline route, southeast La.--shell middens, burial mounds & midden deposit--potential adverse impact on 16JE17--mitigation by avoidance recomm.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed park addition, Brechtel Memorial Parish—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed dredging project, north shore of Lake Pontchartrain—shell middens--16ST26, destroyed--16ST63, not relocated—surface scatter (16ST26)—pottery—Coles Creek or Plaquemine—no adverse impact expected.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[On-ground survey—proposed levee modifications, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed revetment project, English Turn, Mississippi—historic fort, French, Spanish, American.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Intensive pedestrian survey--subsurface testing--proposed revetment project, Mississippi River--no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian and vehicular survey—proposed levee enlargement, New Orleans, Mississippi River—shell midden—no cultural material found—no adverse impact expected.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—pedestrian reconnaissance survey—proposed levee modifications, Mississippi River—surface and subsurface deposits (16FBR40, 16IB126, 16IB127)—ceramic artifacts, daub—Rangia shell deposits—Marksville, Coles Creek, Plaquemine—potential adverse impact (16EBR40).]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Surface survey—proposed bank protection project, Mississippi River—high potential site area—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--subsurface testing--proposed levee construction, Mississippi River--no cultural resources located.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Pedestrian survey—proposed foreshore protection, Mississippi River—no cultural resources found.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—random subsurface testing—proposed levee enlargement and setback, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research--informant interviews--intensive pedestrian survey--subsurface testing--proposed pipeline route from Garyville through Baton Route, La.--no cultural remains located--potential for subsurface material associated with Civil War activities, Port Hudson Battlefield.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed revetment, Mississippi River—no cultural resources located.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed revetment project, Mississippi River—no significant cultural resources located in project area.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Background literature—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed floodwall, New Orleans, Mississippi River—granite blocks, 1898 street—no adverse impact expected.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Pedestrian survey—Woodmere Subdivision, Jefferson Parish—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[St. Tammany Parish.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Intensive pedestrian survey--random subsurface testing--proposed construction at Hammond Municipal Airport--no archaeological sites discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research--intensive pedestrian survey--proposed floodwall, New Orleans--no cultural resources in project area.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—subsurface testing—proposed revetment, Mississippi River—no cultural resources located.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J. Richard

1982 Pontchartrain Tchefuncte Site Differentiation. Louisiana Archaeology, No. 8, pp. 21-35.
SHENKEL, J. Richard

SHENKEL, J. Richard, and George HOLLY

SHENKEL, J. Richard, Melanie STERNBERG, and Carolyn TROXLER


[Literature research—intensive pedestrian survey—proposed levee enlargement, Chalmette Slip, Miss. River—National REgister site, BA ttle of New Orleans Battleground—no impact expected—no cultural resources discovered in project area.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard, Melanie STERNBERG, and Carolyn TROXLER


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed revetment, Mississippi River—no cultural resources discovered.]
SHENKEL, J. Richard, and Carolyn TROXLER


[Intensive pedestrian survey--proposed revetment, Mississippi River--no cultural resources located.]
SHERMAN, E.A.

SHETRONE, Henry C.

New York.
SHINN, Josiah H.

1908  Pioneers and Makers of Arkansas.
      Democrat Printing and Lithographing
      Co. Little Rock.
SHIPP, Barnard

1881 The History of Hernando De Soto and Florida. Or, Record of Events of Fifty-six Years, From 1512 to 1568. Philadelphia.

[Garcilaso narrative.]
SHOEMAKER, Floyd C.

SHORT, John T.

1880 The North Americans of Antiquity.
SIBLEY, J. Ashley, Jr.

1967 Louisiana's Ancients of Man.
   Claitors Publishing Division.
   Baton Rouge.
SIBLEY, John

SILVERBERG, Robert

1968  Mound Builders of Ancient America.
      New York Graphic Society, Ltd.
      Greenwich.
SIMMONS, Lanier

SKIPWITH, H.

SMALL, James F.

SMITH, B.

1866 Narratives of the Career of Hernando De Soto as Told by a Knight of Elvas and in a Relation by Luys Hernandez de Biedma. New York.
SMITH, Brent W.

SMITH, Brent W.

SMITH, B.W.

SMITH, Brent W.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, B.W.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, Bruce D. (ed.)

1978c Mississippian Settlement Patterns.
SMITH, Bruce D.

SMITH, B.W.

SMITH, Buckingham (trans.)

1866 De Soto's Conquest of Florida.
SMITH, Dwight L. (ed.)

1974, Indians of the United States and Canada,
SMITH, Eugene A.

SMITH, Frank E.

New York.
SMITH, Fred L., and Roger T. SAUCIER

SMITH, Gerald P.

SMITH, Gerald P.

1969a Ceramics at Towosaghy State Park.
Ms. Missouri State Park Board.
Jefferson City.
SMITH, Gerald P.

SMITH, Gerald P.

SMITH, Gerald P.

1973        Chucalissa Revisited. Memphis State University. Memphis
SMITH, Gerald P.

SMITH, Marvin T.


[Description and photograph of blue seven layer faceted chevron bead from the Parkin Mound (site). Mid-16th century.]
SMITH, Marvin T. and Mary Elizabeth GOOD

SMITH, Ralph A.

SMITH, Samuel D.

SMITH, Samuel D.

SMITH, Samuel D.

SMITH, Samuel D.

SMITH, Samuel D.

SMITH, Samuel D., and William V. DAVIDSON

SMITH, Willie

SMYTH, John F.D.


[Including Louisiana.]
SNOWDEN, J.O., and R.R. PRIDDY

SODAY, Frank

1966 Excavation of the MacDuffie Site, Craighead County, Arkansas. Arkansas Archeological Society Field Notes, No. 15, pp. 4-5.
SOKOLOFF, V.P.

SOUTHHALL, James C.


[pp. 322-323 Avery Island.]
SOUTHARD, Michael D.

SOUTHARD, Michael D., and John W. COTTIER

SPEARS, Carol, Nancy MYER, and Hester A. DAVIS

SPECK, Frank G.

SPECK, Frank G.

SPECK, Frank G.

SPECK, Frank G., and Ralph W. DEXTER

1946 Molluscan Food Habits of the Houma Indians. The Nautilus, Vol. 60, No. 1, p. 34.
SPENCER, R.F., J.D. JENNINGS, et al


[pp. 402-419 "The Southeast"].
SPENCER, W.

Sperber, Jay

SPERBER, Jay


(Mississippian burials Hazel, Vernon Paul, Kinkead-Menard)
SPIER, Robert F.G.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

SPRINGER, James W.

1980 An Analysis of Prehistoric Food Remains from the Bruly St. Martin Site, Louisiana, with a Comparative Discussion of Mississippi Valley Faunal Studies. Ms. Lower Mississippi Survey, Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
SPRINGER, James W., and Stanley R. WITKOWSKI

SQUIER, Ephraim G.

SQUIER, Ephraim G.

SQUIER, Ephraim G., and Edwin H. DAVIS

STACY, V.K. Pheriba

STANFILL, Alan L.

STANFILL, Alan

STANFILL, Alan

STANFILL, Alan L.

STANTON, Max E.

STARR, Mary Evelyn

STECK, Francis B.

1928 The Jolliet-Marquette Expedition, 1673.
The Arthur H. Clark Co. Glendale, California.
STEELE, D. Gentry, and Thomas W. MC KERN


[Skeletal sample from 3 Mississippian sites in northeast Arkansas: Upper Nodena (3MS4), Vernon Paul (3CS25), and Hazel Place (3PO6).]
STEEN, Charlie R.

STEIN, Julie K.

STEPHENS, B.W.

STEPONAITIS, Vincas

STEPONAITIS, Vincas P.

1974 The Late Prehistory of the Natchez Region: Excavations at the Emerald and Foster Sites, Adams County, Mississippi. BA thesis. Harvard University. Cambridge.
STEPONAITIS, Vincas P.

STEWART, Judith C.

STEWART, Judith C.

STEWART, T.D.


[Including LMV skeletal data.]
STEWART, T.D.


[Natchez pelvis.]
STILES, Henry Reed (ed.)

1906  Joutel's Journal of LaSalle's Last Voyage. (facsimile of Paris 1713 ed.)
STIMMELL, Carole, Robert B. HEIMANN, and R.G.V. HANCOCK

STODDARD, Amos

1812 Sketches, Historical and Descriptive of Louisiana. Philadelphia.
STONE, James L.

STOPP, G. Harry, Jr.


[Intensive pedestrian survey—proposed construction area, Donaldsonville—no archaeological sites discovered.]

[Aerial surveillance—pedestrian reconnaissance—proposed pipeline, Vermilion Bay area—subsurface test borings, Sheh Island archaeological site, destroyed—no cultural resources discovered.]
STOUFF, Faye, and W. Bradley TWITTY

1971 Sacred Chitimacha Indian Beliefs. Twitty and Twitty. Pompano Beach.
STRANGE, Henry R. (trans.)

(Attributed to M. Francois-Louis Merveilleux, Major, Karrer Regiment (Nova Scotia), D/S to Louisiana, 1917-1763. Translated from an anonymous manuscript)
STRONG, William D.

STUART, George E.

1972  Who Were The "Mound Builders?"
National Geographic, Vol. 142,
No. 6, pp. 783-801.
STUBBS, John D. Jr.

STUBBS, John D. Jr.

STURTEVANT, William C.

SUMNERS, Cecil Lamar

SWADESH, Morris

SWADESH, Morris

1933 Chitimacha Verbs of Derogatory or Abusive Connotation With Parallels From European Languages. Language, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 192-201.
SWADESH, Morris

SWADESH, Morris

SWADESH, Morris

SWADESH, Morris


[Chitimacha]
SWALLOW, George C.

1858 Indian Mounds in New Madrid County, Missouri. Academy of Science of St. Louis Transactions, Vol. 1, p. 36.
SWALLOW, George C.

1875 Inventory of Objects from Mounds in New Madrid County and a Brief Description of Excavations. Peabody Museum, Harvard University, 8th Annual Report, pp. 16-46.
SWANTON, John R.

SWANTON, John R.

SWANTON, John R.

SWANTON, John R.

1909  A New Siouan Dialect. Putnam
  Anniversary Volume: Anthropological
  Essays. F. Boas et al, eds. G.E.
  Stechert & Co. New York

(Ofo)
SWANTON, John R.
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1939

SWANTON, John R.

1943a Relations Between Northern Mexico and the Southeast of the United States from the Point of View of Ethnology and History. El Norte de Mexico y el Sur de Estados Unidos, Tercera Reunion de Mesa Redonda sobre Problemas Antropologicos de Mexico y Centro America, pp. 259-276. Sociedad Mexicana de Antropologia, Mexico.
SWANTON, John R.

1943b Siouan Tribes and the Ohio Valley
American Anthropologist, Vol. 45,
pp. 49-66.

[Ofo]
SWANTON, John R.

SWANTON, John R.

SWANTON, John R.

SYDNOR, Charles S.

1938  A Gentleman of the Old Natchez Region.
TANDARICH, John P. (compiler)

TAYLOR, Fayne G.

TAYLOR, Lyda A.

1940 Plants Used as Curatives by Certain Southeastern Tribes. Botanical Museum, Harvard University. Cambridge.

[Incl. LMV.]
TAYLOR, Robert A.

TESAR, Louis D.

TESAR, Louis D., and Donna FICHTNER

THILENIUS, Arthur, and Jesse THILENIUS

1975 Cape Girardeau County Historic Sites Map. (Prepared for the Cape Girardeau Bicentennial Celebration.)
THOMAS, Cyrus

THOMAS, Cyrus

THOMAS, Cyrus

1889  The Problem of the Ohio Mounds.  
     Washington.  

     [Burial mounds and house remains in  
      arkansas, pp. 15, 20, and 24.]
THOMAS, Cyrus

THOMAS, Cyrus

THOMAS, Lewis F.

THOMAS, Prentice M., Jr., and L. Janice CAMPBELL

THOMAS, Prentice M., Jr., and L. Janice CAMPBELL

THOMAS, Prentice, and Janice CAMPBELL

THOMASSY, Reymond

1860  Geologie Practique de la Louisiane.

     [Including some ethno and archaeological references.]
1968a  Red-filmed "canoe" bottle from Marked Tree, Poinsett Co. Ark. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 15, No. 1, Fig. 10.
THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

1969a Large discoidal From Mississippi Co., Arkansas. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 16, No. 1, Fig. 16.
THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

1969b Effigy Bottle From Site Near Blytheville, Mississippi County, Arkansas. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 16, No. 2, Fig. 68.
THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

1970b Photo of Spoon-Billed Catfish Effigy Bowl From Nichols Site [Nickels #1?]
Near Hughes, Arkansas. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 17, No. 1, Fig. 26.
THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

1970c Photos of Nodena Red and White Bottle Found Near Blytheville, Arkansas, and a Human Effigy Bottle From Half Moon, Arkansas. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, Fig. 95.
THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)

THOMPSON, Ben W. (ed.)


[Description and discussion of many different types of pipes from all parts of the United States. Specimens from Arkansas illustrated are two long-stemmed Caddo pipes from Clark Co. and a human effigy head pipe made of baked clay from Clay County.]
THOMPSON, Theron

THORNE, Robert M.

THORNE, Robert M.

THORNE, Robert M. (ed.)

1977  Cultural Resources Survey, Item I, Upper Yazoo Projects, Yazoo River, Mississippi, Between SRM 75.6 and 107.8. (Corps of Engineers) Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Mississippi. University.
THORNE, Robert M.

1979 Cultural Resources Survey, Item II, Upper Yazoo Projects, Yazoo River, Mississippi, between SRM 107.268 and 135.5. Ms. Center for Archaeological Research, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Mississippi. Corps of Engineers. Vicksburg.

(Mostly Humphreys Co.)
THORNE, Robert M., and Bettye J. BROYLES (eds.)

THORNE, Robert M., and Sheila D. LEWIS (compilers)

1979 A Bibliography of Mississippi Archaeology. Ms. Center for Archaeological Research, University of Mississippi. University, Mississippi.
THRUSTON, Gates P.

THWAITES, Reuben Gold

1900a The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents. The Burrows Brothers Co. Cleveland.
THWAITES, Reuben Gold

THWAITES, Reuben Gold (ed.)

1903  A New Discovery of a Vast Country in America, by Father Louis Hennepin. (2 vols.) Chicago.
THWAITES, Reuben Gold (ed.)

1905  Early Western Travels 1748-1846.
(20 Vols.)

[Vol. 4, pp. 283-297 has description of Indians along Mississippi River; Vol. 13 is Nuttall's Travels, q.v.]
TONEY, James T.

TONTI, Henri de

1898  Relation of Henri de Tonty Concerning the Explorations of La Salle From 1678 to 1683. (Trans. by Melville B. Anderson.) Caxton Club. Chicago.
TONTI, Henri

TOOKER, Elizabeth

1963  Natchez Social Organization: Fact or Anthropological Folklore?
TOOMEY, T.N.

TOTH, Alan

TOTTH, Alan

TOTH, Alan

TOTH, (Edwin) Alan
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TOTH, Alan

TOTH, Alan
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TOTH, Alan

1979b The Lake St. Agnes Site. Mélanges, No. 13, Baton Rouge.
TOTH, Alan, and Samuel O. BROOKES

TOTH, Alan, and Deborah WOODIEL

TRUBOWITZ, Neal L.

1979 Survey on a Transmission Line from Keo to Blytheville: or, my first archeological Research Experiences in Arkansas. Arkansas Archeology Survey Field Notes, No. 167, pp. 2-5.
TROBOWITZ, Neal L., and Marvin D. JETER (eds.)

ULLOA, Don Antonio de

1792 Noticias Americanas. Imprenta Real.
Madrid.

[Reference to Natchez.]
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

1975 Final Environmental Impact Statement; Flood Control, Mississippi River and Tributaries; Yazoo River Basin, Mississippi. Ms. U.S. Army Engineer District. Vicksburg.
VAILLANT, George C.

VANDERFORD, H.B.

VAN LOPIK, Jack R.

VAN TUYL, Charles D.


(Also includes ethnographic footnotes by Willard Walker)
VAUGHN, Myra

VEATCH, A.C.


[Including arch.]
VEATCH, A.C.


[Arch between Monro and Harrisonburg.]
VEATCH, A.C.

VEATCH, A.C.

VEATCH, Arthur C., Gilbert D. HARRIS, and Jov. A.A. PACHECO

Baton Rouge.
VESCELIUS, G.S.
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VITRY, Pierre

VOEGELIN, C.F.

VOEGELIN, C.F.


[Including Tunica, Natchez, Chitimacha.]
WAILES, Benjamin L.C.

WAKEFIELD, Elmer G., and Samuel C. DELLINGER
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WAKEFIELD, Elmer G., and Samuel C. DELLINGER

WAKEFIELD, Elmer G., Samuel C. DELLINGER, and J.D. CAMP

WALKER, C.B.

1881 The Mississippi Valley and Prehistoric Events... R.T. Root. Burlington, Iowa.
WALKER, H.J., and M.B. NEWTON, Jr. (Compilers)  


[Reprints of articles, many of which concern LMV]
WALKER, John

WALKER, Robert A.

WALKER, Winslow M.

WALKER, Winslow M.

WALKER, Winslow M.


[Contains preliminary account of author's excavations at Troyville.]
WALKER, Winslow M.

WALKER, Winslow M.

WALKER, Winslow M., and Robert M. ADAMS

1946 Excavations in the Matthews Site, New Madrid County, Missouri.
Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis, Vol. 31, No. 4, pp. 75-120.
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WANG, K.K

1952 Geology of Ouachita Parish.
Louisiana Department of Conservation,
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WARING, Antonio J., Jr.

WARING, Antonio J., Jr., and Preston HOLDER


[Including material from such LMV sites as Pecan Point, Menard.]
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1972 A Faunal Assemblage From the Lilbourn Site (23NM38), Missouri: Some Consequences of Microenvironmental Section in the Mississippi Lowlands. Ms. American Archaeology Division, University of Missouri. Columbia.
WASELKOV, Gregory A.

1974  An Ecological Analysis of Two Faunal Samples From the Lilbourn Site (23NM38), New Madrid County, Missouri. Ms. American Archaeology Division, University of Missouri. Columbia.
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1966 Poverty Point, Prehistoric Culture.
WEBB, C.H., J.A. FORD, and S.W. GAGLIANO
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WEBB, M.C.
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WEBER, J. Cynthia, and Clarence H. WEBB
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WEINSTEIN, Richard A.
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